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1. I NTRODUCT ION 
1 G 1 General 
Thin shell roofs are widely used in civi 1 engineering in 
recent years because of various reasons. They are aesthetic. They 
can cover a large column-free space required for a variety of appli-, 
cationso Sometimes they are economical as well. The widespread appli-
cation of shell structures is made possible by the contributions of 
those who have devoted their time to develop the techn'iques for stress 
analysis of th'ls k'ind of structure. In the past few decades, many 
dIfferent techniques have been presented by different authors. How-
ever~ classical mathematical solutions hav~ serious limitations in 
practice because unusual geometries and/or boundary conditions lead to 
prohibitive complexities in their differential equations of equilibrium. 
Different assu~ptions for some special 6ases such as membrane and 
shal low shell theories have been used in trying to simplify the dif-
ferential equations. it is generally realized however that the mem-
brane theory is not a~ways applicable and that shallow shell theory is 
1 imited to special class of shells. Also, eVen when the shallow shell 
theory is used, it is frequently impossible to have a general ,closed 
form solution for the eighth order partial differential equation 
obtained by usirig the assumptions in this theory. For all these reasons, 
classical mathematical solutions usually are only available for certain 
very special cases of comparatively simple geometries and/or boundary 
conditionso 
2 
The rapid advances iM digital computer capabil ities has 
sharply accelerated the development of numerical techniques for stress 
analysis of shells. With the computer, various numerical methods such 
as finite element~ lumped parameter models, finite differences, numer-
lcal integration, variational methods of many varieties, and so on 
have been impllmented. However, all of these numerical methods except 
the first two have been developed with respect to a specific shell 
geometry, many based upon the shallow shell theory and their appl ica-
tions are limited to those special geometric forms when they are sub-
Jected to particular loadings and boundary conditions. 
Finite element method was first introduced in the late 
fifties. This completely general approach for the solution of problems 
in continuum mechanLcs has attracted tremendous notice of the researchers 
allover the world. In the past decade', much research effort has been 
expended on this technique and this has 'resulted in the rapid develop-
ment of this technique. Finite element method was first appl led to 
the solution of plane stress problems and then has been extended to 
analysis of axisymmetric solids, plate bending problems; and axisym-
metric shells. The prbcedure also has been used recently in thin shell 
analysis.* Many researchers have concentrated their effort on this 
subject and many different shell finite alements have been derived. 
When the finite element method is used to solve shell problems, the 
complexity of the geometryCof the' sheli and the need for using shell 
t~eory complicat~s consfderably the derivation of the element stiffness 
* Some works which relate to using the finite element procedure on 
thin shell analysis ,are listed in the List of References. 
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matrix, there are two approaches which are usually used in the finite 
element analysis of the shell structures: 
1. The actual smoothly curved surface is approximated by 
an assemblage of flat plate elements. Two types of 
element stiffness are considered in the shell analysIs: 
membrane stiffness and plate bending stiffness. Because 
the element is a flat plate, there is no coupling between 
these two types of element stiffness properties; there-
fore, it is possible to use a standard plane stress 
element to represent the membrane stiffness of the 
shell, and a standard plate bending element to represent 
Its flexural stiffness. 
2. The actual smoothly curved surface is approximated by 
the assemblage of curved plate elements. In this case 
the derivation of membrane ~tiffness and flexural stiff-
ness cannot be separated. In addition, some compl ications 
may result from the geometric problem involved in the 
derivation. So it is impractical unless some simpllfica-
tionsare made such as a constant curvature element or 
shal low shell theory is used. 
To derive a stiffness matrix for a completely general doubly 
curved shell element would be rather difficult because of the complicated 
differential geometry that would be involved and the operations on large 
size matrices that would be required in their derivation. Because of 
this almost all the doubly curvedel~ments which have be~n present~d 
already by different authors are actually derived by using ~h~jloW ~h~i) 
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theory and comparatively low order displacement functions. It is 
known that using low order displacement functions slows down the rate 
of convergence of the so1utions and disturbs the continuity of the 
stresses between the elements. Using shallow shell theory 1 imits to 
some extent the appl ication of the elements. Also, it IS obvious that 
for some shel 1s of complex geometries It IS not always possible to 
represent them exactly by an assemblage of constant curvature elements 
or by elements which are derived on the basis of shal low shell theory. 
in other words, using curved elements does not necessarily mean no 
geometric approximatIon. Just exactly what approximation Is being made 
may be a bif confused in cases ofcompex shell geometry. On the other 
hand, i.f a shallow shell is ideal ized as an assemblage of flat plate 
elements, especial ly ~f triangular flat plate elements, it is bel ieved 
that·the difference between the idealized structure and the actual 
shell is known to exist at the outset and can be visual ized readily. 
Furthermore, it can be made negligibly small if a reasonably fine 
element grid is used. When flat elements are considered, the sim-
pl Icity of the derivation of the stiffness matrix makes it possible to 
use higher order displacement functions to represent in-plane and 
bending displacements. Usually, if the number of the elements which 
are used to represent the shell remains unchanged, using higher order 
displacement functions for each element ·can efficiently improve the 
accuracy of the solution and the continuity of the stresses between 
the elements; However, considering the corresponding increase in the 
number of generalized displacements in each element, hence the con-
siderable increase in number of the simultaneous equations which have 
5 
to be solved in the structure with the associated increase in the band 
width, the computer storage capacity and the computational effort 
would become important ~factors which might seriously 1 imit the number 
of elements which can be used for solving the problem. In this case, 
the advantages that can be gained by using higher order displacement 
function tend to be destroyed by the poor geometric approximation 
growing out 6f~the restriction of fewer elements being used. In such 
cases curved elements become more advantageous. Thus, when effort is 
expended on developing or choosing a flat shell element, it is impor-. 
tant to consider the best balance between the displacement approxima-
tion and the geometric approximation. Of course, this balance between 
these two approximations would sometimes be changed if di,fferent 
classes of shel 1 are considered. 
Among the choices of elements are the flat element and the 
curved element; various orders of displacement functions in a dis-
(1 ('l \')'1 '1t.. \ 
placement model or the hybrid or the mixed model\!'·.71 \LY/; triangular, 
rectangular or quadri lateral elements. It is important to consider 
which provides the best balance in practical usage, considering 
factors such as simplicity of formulation'; versatility of application, 
rel iability, computational effort and accuracy. Many different 
elements have been p~esented by different authors. It may be easy to 
demonstrate that a certain element is better than the others in a 
certain aspect. But, so far, there is not an element which is 
universally accepted as the best shell element for all kinds of shell 
Numbers in ?arenth:eS'.es~·refe:r to:'references listed' in·the L,lst of 
References. 
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problems. It is felt that the type of the shell structure is one of 
the predomInant factors which effect the choice of the elements. 
As far as the practical engineering problem is concerned, a 
shell structure connected with edge members is the general case rather 
than the exception. As two different kinds of elements are joined 
together in this problem speCial attention should be given to the 
compatibil ity and consistency of degrees of freedom at the common 
ri'bdes. Gustafson and \~right6l7) and Mehrain(23) used the finite element 
method to solve the problem of a plate connected with beams. Schno-
brich, Pecknold(25~ and Kohnke(20)used the finite element method to 
solve the problems of shell and supporting beams: Carr~4) treated the 
edge members of acyl indrical shell as extensions of the shell. In-
compatibility problems between the shell and beam elements exist in 
a1l the techniques mentioned above. This incompatioili,ty between the 
shell and beam element~does:hurt the accuracy of the computed stresses 
especially in the regions which are close to the boundaries between 
the shell and beam elements. Since the stresses in the boundary 
regions f~~4uently playa critical role In the design of the shells 
which are supported or stiffened by edge beams or stiffeners, the need 
for developing a way to improve the compatJbil Ity situation between 
the shell and the beam'elements is obvioJs ,provided that in so doing 
accurate stre~ses are obtained. 
1.2 Object and Scope 
In this study, shell structures are ideal ized to be assem-
blages of flat triangular plate elements and the curved edge beams or 
7 
stiffeners are idealized to be assemblages of segments of straight 
beam elementso The use of higher order displacement assumptions for 
both the tangential displacements and bending displacements is in-
vestigated. The objective of this study is to obtain a more accurate 
solution to the stress conditions in the regions near boundary or near 
supporting edge members for the general doubly cu~ved shell by using 
higher order dispiacemeht functions. 
A quadratic displacement function for the tangential dis-
placements in the triangular element is assumed and the membrane stiff-
ness is derived according to this assumed displacement function. The 
decision to use a fourth order displacement function to derive the 
flexural stiffness of the trlangu~ar element and the bending stiffness 
of the edge beam or stiffener element is made according to the result 
of a study of the compatibil ity and consistency of degrees of kinematic 
freedom at nodes common to the different elements. For a beam element, 
bending stiffnesses about both principal axes of its cross section as 
well as its axial and twisting stiffnesses are considered. 
A variety of numerical examples are presented. These 
examples include plate problems, a ·beam and slab bridge, a curved 
bridge, and shell problems of various geometries and boundary condi-
tions. The effect of the eccentricity of the edge beams of a hyperbol ic 
paraboloid on the displacements and stresses in the beams and shell is 
presented in the last example for the purpose of demonstrating that the 
method presented in this study has the capabil ity to handle this type 
of problem. The val idity and the general ity of the method presented 
in this study are well establ ished by the good results obtained for all 
of these examples. 
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1.3 Notat ion 
The symbols used in this study are defined where they appear. 
For convenience, frequently used symbols are summarized below. 
A 
A. 
I 
B, B 
P 
D 
D 
D' 
E 
F. 
I 
K 
m 
K 
P 
K 
u 
K , K 
v w 
Area of triangular shell element. 
Area of the subtriang1e i of the shell element. 
Matrices relating strains to general ized displacements 
for deriving the 'in-plane' stiffness and ber;1ding 
stiffness of shell element. 
Bending stiffness of shell, = Et3/l2(1-v2). 
= 
E 
2 
- V' 
v 
o 
v ~-V ] o 
2 ) 
=Dl(V
o
·
o
V ~ 1 
2 ( 1 -v) j 
Young's Modulus. 
Column matrix of general ized loads of shell element 
or beam element. 
'in-plane' stiffness matrix of shell element. 
Bending stiffness matrix of shell element. 
Axial stiffness matrix of beam element. 
Bending stiffness.matrices of beam element in the 
directions of two principal axes of the cross section 
of the beam. 
9 
K 
n 
Twisting stiffness matrix of beam element. 
L Length of beam element. 
L. 
I 
Area coordinate of triangular element. 
Mx ' M y' M xy Bending moment components in surface coordinates. 
T Transformation matrix for shell element relating 
the displacements in element coordinates to the dis-
placements in global coordinates. 
T 
s 
Transformation matrix for shell element relating the 
displacements in surface coordinates to the d1splace-
ments in global coordinates. 
Tb , Tbs Transformation matrices for beam element. 
t Thickness of shell element. 
U Strain energy of an element. 
u, v, w Components of displacements in the x, y, z directions. 
x, y, z Global coordinates. 
x, y, z Element toordinates. 
~ 1 ' ~2' t;, 3 Surface coordinates. 
6 ,... ,... x' '0 y' '0 Z Rotations about the x, y, z axes. 
\) Poisson's Ratio. 
S XII s-y' Yxy I in=plane' strains of shell element. 
cr 
x' 
a y' T xy lin - p 1 a n e 1st res s e s 0 f . she 1 1 e 1 em en t . 
~ 
u. 
I 
Column matrix of generalized displaceme~ts of shell 
element~or beam element. 
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20 THE ELEMENT STIFFNESSES' 
2.1 Shells as an Assembly of Flat Elements 
In this study~ it is assumed that the behavior of a con-
tinuously curved surface such as that of a shell can be adequately re-
presented by the be~avior of a surface built up of small, flat elements. 
Intuitively, as the size of the element decreases it would seem reason-
able that the result obtained from using this assumption would con-
verge to the true solutionu Indeed, this convergence has already been 
indicated In some other authors l works (4) ,(7) ,(35). Since a geometric 
d.iscretization is used in additi·on to. the.displacement discretization, 
the solution in.~anycases wi 11 converge more slowly to the true solu-
tionthan do those approaches in which a geometric.discretization has 
not,beenused o But this disadvantage should beoutweigh~d by the sim-
pl Icity of the derivation of.the stiffness matrix and hence higher 
order displacement. functions can be used. 
';n a she 11.9 the element is, in genera 1, subj ected both to 
bending and to 'in-plan~ forces 0 Because the shell is ideal ized as an 
assembly of flat elements, -the assumptton of no coupling between the 
bending stiffness and the membrane stiffness can be used. Therefore, 
~" it is possible to use a·standard pijlane stress element to represent the 
membrane stiffness of the shell, and a standard plate bending element 
to represent its flexural stiffness. 
In the fol lowing text, all shells will be idealized as an· 
assembly of flat, triangular plates. The size and shape of the trl-
angles are defined by the coordinates of the triang;e's vertices which 
lie on the middle surface of the shell, 
11 
202 Area Coordinates for Triangular Element 
The geometry of an arbitrary triangular element can be ex-
pressed in a Cartesian coordinate system. Its nodal coordinates and 
projected dimensions are shown in Fig. 2.2. Its intrinsIc dimensions 
are defined in Fig. 2.3. Lines drawn from any point P (x,y) within the 
traingle ijk (i, j, and k follow a counter-clockwise order) to the' 
vertices of that triangle divide it into three separate areas. These 
areas, or their ratio to the total area of the triangle, define unique-
1y the position of P. These area coordinates are defined as 
L. = A./A =n./h.· (i = 1,2,3) 
I I I I 
(2. 1) 
in which A is the total area· of the triangle, n. is the normal dis-
I 
tance and h. is the altitude as shown in Fig. 2.3. Obviously, only two' 
i 
of such coordinates are independent and these three coordinates can be 
related by 
(2.2) 
If j and k.denote the first and second. cycl j·c permutations 
of .i= 1,2,3 (i oe., j =.2,3,1 and k = 3,.1,2), the projected dimensions 
may be expressed as 
The relationships between Cartesian and area coordinates can 
be expressed as fO,llows 
12 
1 
: J 
(2.4) 
or by inversion. 
x (2.5) 
l3. C3 b3 a3 Y 
in which c i = xjYk-XkY j , From Eq. (2.5), the fol lowing equations can be 
obtained 
al. b, al. a. 
I I I I 
ax 2A' ay 2A 
From Fig. 2.4, we obtain 
~ = d.L. 
I I 
where 1. ts the length of side i of the triangle and 
I 
d. = -(a.a k + b,b k)/1.. I I I I 
Equation (2.2) and the following equations 
5. = CG + i3 
I 
n. = h. l. 
I I I 
can be expressed in matrix form 
5. = 0 1. d. 
I I I 
n. 0 0 h. 
I / I 
~ .. 
J 
lk 
l. 
I 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
13 
or by inversion 
L. 2A -h. d. -l. 
J I I I 
Lk = 1 0 h. -d. S. 2A I I I 
(2. 12) 
L. 0 0 1. n· 
I I I 
From Eqo (2. 12) , we obta3n 
aL. 1. aL. (d.-l.) aL k d. I . I 
---L I I I lIiI 
2A == an:- = - 2A an. , ·an. 2A (2. 13) 
I I I 
If w is the displacement normal to a flat plate element and it is 
expressed as a function of L1, L2 , and L3 , the slope aw/anjnormal to 
edge can be found by using the Chain Rule and Eq. (2.13). 
(2. 14) 
Following Ref. (2) the integrals of functions defined in tri-
angular coordinates can be expressed in explicit form by 
1 AI 
A 
L~ L~ Lr dA = 2!p!q!r! 
I J k (2+p+q+r) ! (2.,15) 
2.3 Review of Method ~f Derivation of Element Stiffness Matrices 
In this section the procedures for evaluating the I in-plane' 
stiffness matrix and bending stiffness matrix of a flat triangular plate 
,element are reviewed. 
The • in-plane' strain energy 'due to straining of the element 
is 
(2. 16) 
14 
or in mat r i x form 
U = lj ( Sx s Yxy) :: 1 dA (2.17) 2 A y 
xy / 
The stress-strain relation can be expressed in matrix form for a 
homogeneous isotropic material as 
or 
(J 
x 
(J 
y 
T 
xy 
-
(J = Ds 
v 
E 
= v 
o o 1 ~v ] (2. 18) 
(2. 19) 
These stress-strain relations assume plane stress conditions to pre-
vai 1. Substituting Eq. (2.19) into Eq. (2.17), we obtain. 
U =} f sT D s dA 
A 
(2.20) 
For the element, displacement functions expressed in terms 
of nodal displacements can be found either directly by using some 
select set of interpolation functlon~ or can be obtained in somewhat of 
an intuitive fashion or by using the method discussed below. A poly-
nomial 
f(L.) = c.L~LqLr (~+q+r=m ) 
I I I 2 3 1=1, 2, ... s (2.21) 
is chosen as a displacement function in which m is the order of the 
polynomial and s equals the total number of degrees of freedom of all 
nodes. Equation (2.21) can also be expressed in matrix form. 
c 
s 
-15 
(2.22) 
By substituting the coordinates of the node points into the displace-
ment function and/or its derivatives, all nodal displacements can be 
expressed in terms of the C. IS. This is expressed by a matrix equation 
I 
as 
o. = A C. 
I I 
(2.23) 
in which o. is a column matrix representing a 1 isting of nodal dis-
I 
placements, .co is a column matrix of C. IS. A is a square matrix. 
I I 
Equations (2023) can be solved to obtain the C. in terms of the nodal 
I 
displacements as 
-1 C. = A 8. 
I I 
(2.24) 
Substituting Eq. (2.24) into Eq. (2.22), we obtain the displacement 
function expressed solely in terms of nodal displacements as the gen-
eralized coordinates 
(2.25) 
Displacement function u and v in the x- and y- directions 
respectively can be obtained by using one of the methods mentioned 
above. By using the relations 
8v 
= 8Y ' y xy = ~+~ dy dX' (2.26) 
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the strains are expressed in terms of the nodal displacements in 
matrix form 
E: 
X 
(2.27) E: 
Y 
or 
E: = B O. 
I 
(2.28) 
where~. is a li?ting of nodal displacements in the x-direct'i:6n and v. 
. I I 
is a listing of nodal displacements in the v-direction. Substituting 
Eq. (2.28) into Eq. (2.20), we obtain the following expression for U 
in terms of nodal displacements 
1 T ( T- J U = "2 0 i ~ B DBdA 0 i . (2.29) 
By using Castiglianols first theorem 
(2.30) 
the relation between nodal forces and nodal displacements of an element 
can be obtained as 
So the 
to the 
Fa = 
I 
evaluation of 
integration of 
T 
K = fBI D 
m A 
(2.31 ) 
the lin-plane l stiffness K of an element reduces 
m 
the equation 
B dA (2.32) 
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The strain energy due to bending of a flat plate element is 
where D = Et3/12(1-v2) and w is the displacement normql to the plate. 
Equation (2.33) can be rearranged and expressed in matrix form as 
a2w 
U = t fA 0 [::~ ::~ ~~~YJ[~ r 2 ~ I-v) J ::; (2.34) 
or 
1 -T U :::: '2 fA w D! w dA 
a2w 
8xay 
Since the w displacement function can be expressed in terms of nodal 
a2w a2w a2w displacements, we can calculate ---2 ' --2- , and and obtain the 
ax .ay axay 
following equation 
W :::: B 8 .• 
P I (2.36) 
Substituting Eqo (2.36) into Eq. ,(2,35), we obtain 
U:::: 21 8:( f ST DI B dA)o.. (2.37) 
I A P P I 
This equation is similar to Eq. (2.29). So the bending stiffness matrix 
of a triangular element should be 
K :::: f ST DJ B dA. 
PAP P 
(2.38) 
']"8 
2.4 Derivation of the Plate Bending Element· Stiffness 
A typical plate bending element is shown in Fig. 2.5. It 
is a flat triangle with three nodal points at the vertices and three, 
nodal points at the midpoints of the sides. The degrees of freedom 
of the nodal displacements which are·to be considered in the stiffness 
matrix of an element also are shown in Fig. 2.5. They are the trans-
verse displacements of all six nodes, the rotations about ·the x and 
y axes at eachvertix, and the rotations at the three mid-side nodes 
about an axis parallel to the side. I no r d e r to develop a bending 
stiffness matrix for the element mentioned above~ a complete fourth, 
order polynomial is chosen to represent ·the displacement function of 
the transverse displacement. This selected polynomial is as fol lows. 
w = 
(2.39) 
or 
-
w = L C. 
I 
(2.40 ) 
in which 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
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We can obtain 8w/8x, 8w/8y, 8w/8n. by differentiating Eq. (2.40) with 
l 
respect to x, y, and n1, respectively. According ~~ the sign convention 
of displacements shown in Fig. 2.6, we have 
8 = (aw/8y) i 
xi 
8 yi =-( aw/ax) i (2.43) 
8 = (8w/8ni)i. 
n i 
Fol lowing the procedures described in Section'2.3, the equation relating 
the C. general ized coordinates to the nodal displacements, an equation 
I 
in the form of Eq. (2.23) can be written where 
8J = (w 1 8~1 8Y1 w2 8x2 8y2 w3 8x3 8y3 
w4 8n4 Ws 8nS w6 8n6 ) (2.44) 
and cT is as shown in Eq. (2.42). Substituting the generalized dis-
I 
pl:a~~m~nt.s Cj of Eq. (2.24) ihto Eq. (2.40), we obtain 
- -1 
w = LAo •• 
I 
From Eq. (2.~S), we obtain the matrix of curvature terms as 
(2.4S) 
- - -1 
w = L A 8. (2.46) 
! 
where L is a three by fifteen matrix. Comparing E~. (2~46) ~ith Eq. 
(2.36), it is clear that 
So 
B = L A 
P 
- 1 (2.47) 
(2.48) 
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where 
Q = f LT 0 1 L dA. 
A 
Both A -1 and Q, fifteen by fi~teen matrices~ are shown in Appendix A. 
Since the rotation abo~t the edge of the element is being 
used as an unknown a~remark concerning~he assembly of K is' called for. 
The stiffnesses associated with the slopes at the mid-points of two ad-
Joining triangles correspond to Q~positesigns of rotation for each 
component tr'iangle. The foJlowing sign convention is built into element 
stiffness matrix. For each triangle~andeach common side, the local 
sequenti~l numbering 1,2,3 of th~yettrces is compared with the, 
global one. If for an edg~ ofa triangle both counts are of ascending 
order, the positive directi6nfor the slop~ of the triangle is retained 
and no change of sign occurs, 6thef~i~~therow and column in K as-p 
2.5 Plane Stre's,s Element Stlffhes$ and the Stiffness of a Shell Element, 
The plane stress element used "tn this study was first developed 
by Carlos A.Fel ippa (l~). The nodal system and the degrees of freedom 
, , 
at the nodes of the element are shown 'in Fig.' 2.7. The arrangement of 
the nodes in this element is exac~ly samea~, t~at used in the plate 
bending element described in Secti6n ,t~4~ By combining the plane stress 
element and the pl~te bending element, 'a three-dimensional shell element 
which has'a tot~l of twenty-seven degr~esof freedom is obtained. This 
element 'isshov-ln in, Fig. 2.8., 
Since the details of,the derivation of this 'in-plane
' 
linear 
strain triangle element can b~found in Ref. (12), only the stiffness' 
matrix needs to be shown and this is s~ownwithout derivation as 
follows 
where 
o 0 
-b 1 -b 
. 2 
-a 1 
-b 
;3 
-b 3 
-a 
-a 3 
3 
N E tAv r f ~ 2~ .J. 
12 =. 12 (l-v~) II 1 
( ~ 11 -2~-~-~ +-v-)-l ~ f ~ J 
4b2 0 4b3 
~Pl 4b3 0 
o 
o 
4a3 
o 
o 
(2.49) 
(2.50a) 
. (2.50b)· 
(2'.51 a) 
(2.51b) 
and the nodal displacement vector for:this stfffness matrix is arranged 
as 
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The stiffness matrix of a shell element is formed by uSIng 
the plane stress element stiffness to represent its memhr·a:nec: stiff-
ness, and plate bending element stiffness to represent its flexural 
stiffness. The nodal \cin.splacement vector and the nodal force vector 
of a shell element are arranged as follows· 
(2.52a) 
F: = (p xl Py1 Pzl Mxl My] Px2 Py2 Pz2 Mx2 t1y2 Px3 PY3 I 
P
z3 Mx3 My3 Px4 Py4 
P M p. PPM ~ 
z4 n4 x5 y5 z5 n~ (2.52b) 
P
x6 Py6 Pz6 Mn6 ) 
It should be noted that fn this twenty-seven by twenty-seven stiffness 
matrix, since the assumptlon of no coupling between membrane stiff-
ness and flexural stiffness is used, all elements which relate membrane 
forces to flexural displacements or flexural forces ·to membrane djsplac~-
ments are equal to zero. 
2.6 Stiffness of Edge Members or Stiffeners 
As far as practical engineering problems are concerned, the 
plate or shell supported by edge members or braced by stiffeners is the 
general rule rather than exception. Many descriptions using the finite 
element technique to solve this type of problem have been presented by 
23 
different authors. However, since these different approaches have 
been used In -the different authors' works, a careful investigation 
of these approaches is necessary before any choice between them is 
made or the development of a new approach Is attempted. 
Two different philosophies have developed as to how to 
treat edge and/or stiffening members. One approach-(17), (20), (23), (25) 
assume ordinary beam theory to apply, developes a stiffness matrix 
on this basis, and then assembles this into the stiffness matrix for 
the ent i re structure. In performing this procedurei t IS necessary to 
transform the beam's stiffness matrix from its own axis system over-to 
the global system as well as relating the nodal displacements on the 
beam's axis to those of the node points associated with the shell 
structure boundary elements. By so doing no additional unknowns _are 
introduced as a result of the presence of the beams. The advantage of 
using ordinary beam theory is the maintenance of a minimum number of 
in turn It has . I I Ii I. _ . Q _ a J I!I, .. $ • tne alsaavantage or presentIng compat:o: Ilty 
problems along the junction 1 ine of shell and edge member. 
The second ~pproach(4) is to treat a rectangle section edge 
member as an extension of the shell or surface structure. An edge member 
is therefore assumed to be a part of the shell. The edge member is then 
approxJmated as an assemblage of flat plate elements. The stiffness 
of a flat plate element Is derived by using the plate bending theory 
and the 'In-plane' stress theory which were mentioned in previous sec-
tions. This method has the advantage that the element stiffness matrix 
can be the same as those used for the -shell surface in other words no 
new element introduced. Also no assumptions are made with regard to 
the variation of stress through the depth of the member. The disadvan-
tages are still the compatibfl ity problem plus the increase in the 
number of unknowns. The first approach IS used in this study because 
it has the advantages of both generality and simplicity. 
In selecting an element for the edge members or stiffeners, 
the consistency at the jointing nodes between the shell element and the 
beam or stiffener element as well as the agreement on the degrees of 
freedom used at each node IS a very important factor to be considered. 
On each side of a three~dimensional shell element, there are five de-
grees of freedom (u, v, w, 8x, 8y ) at each of the two vertex-nodes and 
four degrees of freedom (u w v, w, 8 ) at the mid-side node. According n 
to this, the best choice for the beam element is an element with two 
end-nodes and one mid-segment~nodeo 
In a beam element, there are six degrees of f~eedom (u, v, 
w, 8 , 8 , 8 ) at each end-node, four degrees of freedom (u, v, w, 8 ) 
x Y z n 
at the mid=node. A typicai beam element is shown in Fig. 2.9, in 
which, the x axis is in the longitudinal direction of the element, all 
nodes are located at the centroids of the cross sections and are on 
the x axis, while the y and zaxes are the principal axes of the cross 
section. It is easy to see that 8
x1 ' 8x2 ' 8n3 are the angles of 
twist of the element; 1.1(; u2 , u3 are axial displacements; v1' v2 ' v3' 
8
z1 ' 8z2 are the bending displacements about z axis; and w1' w2 ' w3' 
8y1 ' 8y2 ' are the bending displacements about y axis. The stiffness 
properties of. each of these four groups of displacements can be derived 
independently because it is assumed that there is no coup1 ing between them. 
Let X = (x - x1)/L where L = x2 - xl' then the axial or u 
displacement function can be expressed as a function of X as 
(2.51) 
Substituting the coordinates of the nodes into Eq. (2.51), we obtain 
u 1 0 0 .C 1 
u2 = C2 
(2.52) 
u3 0.5 0.25 C3 
Inverting Eq. (2.52) , we get 
C 1 0 0 u1 
C2 - -3 -1 4 u2 
(2.53) 
C3 2 2 -4 u3 
Differentiating Eq. (2.51) wLth respect to x and substituting Eq. (2.53) 
into it, the axial strain is 
or 
8u 1 ~ 4' 
- = - -3+ X) 8x L 
T 
E = n u. 
I 
(- i +4X) 
Using formu1a(:~)~ 
Ku = E S /1 n nT L dX 
o 
(2.54 ) 
(2.56) 
where S is the cross section of the element and is assumed to be a con-
stant within the element l~ngth, we obtain 
= ~[ ~ -8 1 K 7 -8 u 3L 
-8 -8 16 
(2.57) 
F 0 1 1 ow i n g the same procedure except 
1 T 
Ken = G J f nn L dX, 
0 
(2.58) 
we can obtain the twisting stiffness matrix of the element as follows 
K =.§.d..[~ en 3L 
-8 
1 
7 
-8 
-8.1 -8 
16 
,T 
The displacement vector for Eq. (2.59) IS o. = (e 1 e 2 e 3)' I x x n 
(2.59) 
For deriving the bending stiffness matrix of.the beam element, 
both v and ware represented by fourth order polynqmials in terms of X. 
Let 
w = CI + C2X +C3x
2 
+ c4x
3 + C5X
4
, 
(2.60) 
then 
dw 1 ( X 2 3 dx = r C2 + 2 C3 + 3 C4X-- + 4 C5X ). 
(2.61) 
substituting the coordinates of the nodes intoEq. (2.60) and (2.61), 
we obtain 
r wI 1 0 0 0 0 r C 11 
1 
wxl 0 r .0 0 0 C2 
w2 = 
C3 
(2.62) 
0 1 '2 1 4 C4 
lW
X2 L L L L 
w3 1 . 1 1 1 C ' 
2 '4 "8 16 5 
By inversion 
C1 0 0 0 0 w1 
C2 0 L 0 0 0 w xl 
C3 -11 -4L -5 L 16 w2 
(2.63) 
C4 18 SL 14 -3L -32 wx2 
Cs -8 -2L -8 2L 16 w3 
or 
- -1 C. :::::: A w. 
I I 
From Eq. (2.60) and Eq. (2.63) , we obtain 
X A -1 w :::::: w. (2.64:') 
xx I 
Where X = (0 0 2/L2 GX/L 2 12X2/L2) . 
Using the formu 1 a. 
K = 
I;' -l\T fl /"1 vTv...lv\ fA -1 \ 
c. I \1-\ ) \ I.. J I\. I\.UJ"\J \r\ I , 
W Y 0 
(2.65) 
we obtain the bending stiffness matrix K as fo 11 ows w 
63.2 18.8L 39.2 -6.8l -102,4 
18.8l T. 2L~ G.8L =1.2l2 -25.6l 
. E l 39.2 6.8l 63.2 -18.8l -102.4 (2.66) K . =-'-1. 
w . 
l) 
-6.8l -1 .2l2 -18.8L 7.2L2 25.6L 
-102.4 -2S.6l -102.4 25.6L 204.8 
T If the displacement vector 8wi ' where 8wi = (w 1 Byl w2 By2 w3), 
is used instead of w., the rows and columns in k associated with w 1 
I W X 
and wx2 are subjected to a change in sign because of By1 = -wwl and 
By2 = -wx2 ' 
2"8 
The matrix K should be identical to K except that the I 
v w y 
In Eq, (2.66) is replaced by Iz' Because 8
z1 = vx:1' 8z2 =: vz2 ' there 
wi 11 be no difference in Kv no matter whether 8
z1 and 8z2 ' or vxl and 
vx2 are used in the displacement vector~. 
The stiffness matrix of the beam element can be obtained by 
combrning K8n , Ku ' Kv ' and Kw' This stiffness matrix, K~, is shown in 
Appendix B. 
207 Eccentricity of Edge Members or Stiffeners 
In Section 2.6, the stiffness matrix of an edge member or a 
stiffener is derived with the assumption that all nodes are located at 
the centroids of the cross sections of the element. In most cases, the 
shell or plate is attached to one side of the edge member or the stif-
fener is attached to one side of the shell as shown in Fig. 2.10. 
Generally, the jointing nodes of a shell element and a beam element are 
eccentric in both the y and z directions from the centroid of the beam 
cross section. In some authors
' 
works, (17) ,(20) ,(23) ,(25) the eccen-
tricity problem is solved by assuming the jointing nodes of a shell 
element and a beam element are always located on the z axis of the beam 
element coordinates and only a transformation of beam element stiffness 
in the z direction is needed. If the stiffness matrices are derived 
according to the actual sizes of the elements, to transform the gener-
a1 ized coordinates to some arbitrary nodal points is a pure geometric 
operation which does not effect the stiffness properties of the elements. 
In Fig. (2.10a), the shell element and beam element actually join at 
point 0 1 " If we assume the jointing node is at point 0" instead of 
29 
0', it simplifies the transformation of the beam stiffness a 1 ittle.· 
But it is reasonable only when we transform the general ized coordinat~s 
of the shell element from 0 1 to 011 at the same time. 
A transformation matrix for taking care of the change of the 
generalized coord~nates In both the y and z directions caused by the 
eccentricities of the nodes is derived as follqws. To transform the 
displacements from point 0, the c~ntrold of the beam cross section, to 
jointing node 0 8 , we suppose u, v, W, e , e ,e are the displacements 
x y z 
imposed at O. The resulting displacements at O· will be 
u 0 0 0 Z -y u 
v 0 0 -z 0 0 v 
W 0 ·0 Y 0 0 w 
= 
- (2.67) e 0 0 0 0 0 e 
l :: J J l :: J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Eqo (2.67) can be appl ied at end-nodes directly. But at mid-node, we 
have 
u3 = 
u_ + ze y3 - Ye ... ,;S Zj 
(2.68) 
We know that e
Y3 
~nd 6z3are not Included in the gen~ralized displace-
ment vector of the beam. To express ey3 ~nd ez3 in terms of those 
general ized displacements, we substitute X = 0.5 and Eq. (2.63) into 
Eqo (2.61 ) and obtain w1 
1 
wxl 
wx3 = [( -1.5 -0.25L 1.5 -0.25L 0) w2 (2.69 ) 
wx2 
w3 
Because e . = -iN • (i = 1, 2), Eq. (2.69) is changed to yl XI w1 
1 ey3 = L (1 .5 -0.25L -1.5 -0.25L 0) ey1 (2.70) 
w2 
e· y2 
w3 
Following the same procedure, we obtain 
= ~ (-1.5 
r~1 1 
e _.., -0.25L 1.5 -0.25L 0) I tj z 1 I (~ ...,. \ 
Z) L 
l:;2 r 
,"./ll 
Substituting Eq. (2.70), (2.7]) into Eq. (2.68) and applying Eq. (2.67) 
at nodes 1 and 2, we obtain 
, 
u 1 0 0 0 z -y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U11 
-
v1 0 0 -z 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v1 
w1 0 0 
y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w1 
-e 
xl 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 xl 
-e yl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 8 yl 
-e 
zl 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Q) 0 0 0 ·8 z 1 
u2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 Z -y 0 0 0 0 uz 
- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -z 0 0 0 0 0 0 Vz = 
Vz (z. 7 z) 
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, 
N N N (Y\ 
N X .>- N (Y\ (Y\ (Y\ c 
3 CD CD CD :::J > 3 CD 
" 
"-
0 0 0 0 0 N >-
I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
>-Lr\ 
N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
N. 
Lr\ 
0 0 0 N 0 0 0 
0 
! 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
>- 0 0 :I~ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NI V\I 0 0 0 0 • ....J 0 0 a 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
>-
Lr\ 
N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
N 
Lr\ 
0 0 0 0 N 0 0 0 
a 
i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 :I~ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ~I~ 0 0 0 o , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o~ 
N N N (Y\' 
N X >- N (Y\ (Y\ (Y\ c 13 I.CD 1 CD tCD I:::J I> 13 I CD 
./ 
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Symbolically~ Eq .. (2u72) can be expressed as 
-0. = T 0. 
I I 
-Then the transformed beam element stiffness matrix, Kb , is given by 
(2.74) 
The compatibility problem between shell element and beam element is 
discussed in Section 3.5. 
3. THE ELEMENT ASSEMBLAGE AND THE SOLUTION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS 
3.1 Coordinate Systems 
To assemble the complete stiffness matrix of a shell structure 
from the individual element stiffness matrices, it is necessary to 
transform the element stiffness matrices so that at each jointing node 
the nodal displacements are expressed in the same coordinates. This 
nodal point coordinate system is used to express the nodal forces and 
displacements of the complete equil ibrium equations of the structure. 
The assemblage of the stiffness matrix of the structure is accompl ished 
by adding the individual terms of each element stiffness matrix into it 
according to the nodal point numbers of the element. 
At each node, a global coordinate system (x, y, z) is used 
to express the translational displacements and a surface coordinate 
system (~1' ~2' ~3) is used to express the rotational displacements, 
Fig. 3.1. This scheme of using three coordinate systems ~as first 
employed by Clough and Johns·on(7). The global coor-dinate system is a 
fixed set of Cartesian coordinates. The middle surface of the shell 
is defined in the global coordinate system by equation J = f(x,y). 
The position vector ~ may be written as 
r = xi .+ yj + zk (3 . 1 ) 
where i, j, k are unit vectors along the ~, y, z ~xes respectively. 
The surface coordinate system is an orthogonal coordLnate system in 
which~l is 'in the direction of ar/ax, ~3 is taken normal to the shell, 
and ~2 is in the direction of ~3x~1' 
3·4 
For each triangular element, an element coordinate system 
(x, y, z) is given in such a way that node 1 is located at the origin, 
side 1-2 of the triangle coincides with the x axis, and the triangle 
1 ies on the xy plane. 
3.2 Coordinate Transformations. 
Since only rotations of the axes are involved in the trans-
formation of the element stiffness matrices from element coordinates to 
global, and surface coordinates, the transformation matrices can be 
accompl ished by.using the direction cosine matrices which relate these 
coordinates. In the following, the direction cosines of the global 
coordinates relative to the surface coordinates and element coordinates 
are derived. 
Let (A l , ].11' \)1)' (A 2 ,].12' \)2)' and (A 3 , ].13~ Y3) be the 
direction cosines of ~l' ~2' ~3 relative to x, y,z respectively, 
Fig. 3.1, and i~, j~, k~ are the unit vectors along the ~1 j ~2' ~3 
axes respectively.: From Eq. (3.1), we obtain 
ar/ax = + pk (3.2) 
arjay = j + qk 
where !p = az/ax, q = az/ay. According to the definit.ion of~l in 
Section 3.1, we have 
i~ = + ---,-p_-- k 
+ p2 I 
(3.4) 
I 
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So we obtain 
A 1 
1 O· p (3 .5) = III = \)1 = , I 2 11 2 + P + P 
Using the formula(20) for calculating the unit normal vector of a 
su rface -
-
ar ar 
ax 
x 
ay 1\ 
n = I a F ars -, 
ax x ay-I-
(3.6) 
1\ 
where n is the unit normal vector of the shell, we obtain 
k~ = - ---,-P- i - --q-- j + --~-- k. 
Il+p2+q2' 11+p2+q2 fl+p2+q2 
So 
A3 = - p 
';'----:2=---=-2 -
l+p +q 
q . \) = 1 
.; 2 2' -3 ,; 2 2 
l+p +q l+p +q 
(3.8) 
The direction cosines (A 2 , llZ' \)2) can be found by using the relation 
j~ = _k~ x i~, and the values of these direction cosines are 
If the vertices of a triangular element are defined in global 
coordinates by (xl' Yl' z1)' (x2 ' Y2' z2)' and (x3 ' Y3 ' z3)' the vectors 
of side 1-2 and side 1-3 of the triangle ·are 
(3.10) 
(3. 11) 
Let i, j, k be the unit vectors along x, y, z axes respectively. 
J6 
Since x axis coincides with side 1-2, we have 
i = (3.12 ) 
and 
:Al 
- -In Eq. (3.13), 1- 1,]11' \)1 are the direction cosines of x relative to 
- -
x, y, z respectively. The direction cosines of y and z relative to 
x, y, z can be obtained by using 
and· 
j = k x i 0 
The values of 
-
these direction 
\1 (Y3- Yl )-0.:1 (x 3-x 1) 
IT x s13 1 
are as follows 
~2 = ]13~1 - ]11\)3; ]12 = v3~1-v1~3; \)2 = 1 " -1 n 
- 1\31-'1 "1 .... 3 
(3. 14) 
(3.16b) 
(3. 16c) 
3;3 Transformation of Shell Elements 
After the direction cosines have been derived as out1 ined in 
Section 3.2, to obtain the transformation matrix of a shell element 
is just a matter of matrix operations. The matrix equations for trans-
forming displacements from ~he element copfdinates and surface coor-
dinates to the global coordinates are 
-
... 
" 0 1.1 1.2 1.3 \ 0- 0 A 1 1.2 A3 o~ x x x 1 
0 = 112 113 0- ; 0 = 111 112 113 Os 
(3.18) 
y 111 y Y 2 
0 v1 v2 v3 0- 8 ... ·· v1 v2 v3 ~s z z z 3 
or. 
-
o = To; 0 = Ts Os 
where 0, 0, Os represent similar displacement quantities expressed in 
global coordinates, element coordinates, ~ndsur(ace coordinates res-
pectively. From Eq. (3.19), we obtain 
(3.20) 
So the transformation of'displacements from element coordinates to 
surface coordinates is given as 
-
Os = Ts ° 
where 
Ts = TT T s (3.22) 
Generally, the two .rotational generalized displacements at 
each vertex of the shell element in its element coordinates would have 
components on all three axes of the surface coordinates. But if the 
mes~ of the elements is fine enough, the xy plane would come very close 
to the ~1 ~2 plane. This means the ~3 components of the rotations 
would be very small and therefore neglecting the ~3 components of the 
two plate bending type rotations should not have any significant effect 
to the solutions of the shell. In fact, this rotation around the 
normal to the shell surface is neglected in thin shell theory, Ac-
cording to this reasoning, the transformation of the rotations at each 
v6itex node can be wrrtten as 
where Tc is the upper left 2.x 2 block of T~. 
The matrix Rs_represents the element stiffness expressed in 
its element c~ordih~tes with the generalized displacements and forces 
arranged in the order shown in Eq. (2.52) . The transformed element 
stiffness, K s' is given by 
K = T K TT 
s :s 
(3.24) 
where 
T 
1 T' 
'1 . 
c 
T 
T2 
c 
"11 0 T 
T = T3 
c· 
(3.25) 
T 
-
T 
-
j - T 
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3.4 Transformation Matrites of Edge Members or Stiffeners 
It is assumed that all nodes are located on the middle 
surface of the she110 After the eccentricity transformation of the 
beam stiffness matrix is carried out, the general ized coordinates 
of the beam are expressed in an orthogonal coordinate system which is 
cal led the beam element coordinate systems (x b ' Yb , zb) in the fol low-
ing discussions. Again, it was mentioned in Section 3~1 that the 
global coordinates are used to express the translational displace-
ments and forces, and the surface coordinates are 'used to express 
the rotational displacements and forces in the complete equi 1 ibrium 
equations of the structure. The relation between the global coor-
dinates and the surface coordinates is represented by Eq. (3.18). 
The directIon cosines of the global coordinates··.· relative to the beam 
element coordinates is derived as follows. Suppose the end-nodes of 
a beam element are defined in the global coordinates by Pl (xl' Yl' zl) 
and P2 (x2 , Y2' z2)' Then the vector P1P2 is 
(3.26) 
Since the xb axis is defined to coincide with vector P1P2 , the unit 
vector ib along the xb axis can be expressed in the global coordinates 
as 
From Equation (3027)~ the direction cosines of xb relative to x, y, Z 
are 
1-1 b 1 = (3.28) 
1.,0 
The projection of 'b on the plane which includes point P1 and Is parallel 
to the xy plane is 
(3.29) 
It is known that the point P1 is used as the origin of the beam element 
coordinates and Yb is perpendicular to both the vectors TXyb and Ib" 
So the unit vector'Sb axis is 
where 
]l b 1 
= - -----
1=2 =2 
Abl + llbl 
The relation kb = Ibxjb' where kb is the unit vector along the zb axis, 
Is used to find the direction cosines of zb relative to x, y, z. The 
values of these directiori cosines are given by 
- - - - - --
vb1 Ab2 ; vb3 = Abl ll b2 - ~b211bl 
Suppose matrix Kb represents the beam element stiffness expressed in Its 
element coordinates, the transformed element stiffnessKb is given by 
K = - T b T bKb T b 
where 
Tb 
T b~ 
Tb 
tb = T b~ 
l · 
Tb 
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and 
r ~bl ~b2 ~b31 
Tb = l ~b 1 llb2 ~b3 J 
vb 1 vb2 vb3 
3.5 Compatibil ity Between Shell Element and Beam Element 
When a beam element is connected to one side of a shell element, 
there is a disagreement in the number of degrees 6f freedom considered 
for the two types of elements. Besides the translational displacements 
u, v, w, only the rotations e and e are used as the general ized dis-
x y 
placements in the shell element stiffness matrix when written in its 
element coordinates. But three rotations e , e , and e are used in 
x y z 
the beam element stiffness matrix. It is understood that when we try 
to assemble the stiffness matrix for 'the whole structure, the rotations· 
at each end or vertex node should be transformed from the element to 
the surface coordinates. The rotations about the x and y axes of the 
shell element coordinates have three components along the three axes of 
the surface cdordinates. This means the number of degrees of freedom 
of the vertices of the shell element increase to six. But this increase 
is not considered. The rotation about the normal axis to the shell is 
neglected as explained in Section 3.3. When a beam element is connected 
to a shell elem~nt, there should be an equality between the rotation 
of the beam about the axis normal to the shell surface and the rate of 
change of the in-plane shell displacement component which is in the 
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plane of and normal to the aXIs of the beam-. The magnitude of the error 
which is caused by the disagreement in the number of degrees of freedom 
for the two types of elements would depend upon the beam orientation and 
the magnitude of the rate of change of the in-plane shell displacement 
component which is mentioned above. In order to clarify this, the u 
direction equil ibrium equation at point A in Fig. 3.2 is used as an 
example~ 
...... + ,(B 1+S 1)u 1 + (B 2+S 2)v 1 + (B 3)6 z1 + (B 4+S 4)u 2 + (B S+SS)v2 
+ (B6)6 z2 + (B 7+s7)u 4 + (Ba+S a)v4 + .... = 'P u1 
where node 1 is point A, node 2 is point B, node 4 is the mid-node on 
side AB, Bls represent stiffness of beam element; and S's represent 
stiffness of shell element. In this equation, if B3 and B6 are small 
in comparison with other stiffness terms, and/or if 8
z1 and 6z2 are very 
small, the effect of terms (B 3)6 z1 and (B 6)6 z2 to the whole equilibrium 
equation would be neg1 i~llile. If the rotation 6 of the beam cor'responds 
z 
to the bending of the beam about its weak axis with its associated small 
stl·ffness or if the rate of change of the in-plane shell displacement 
component is sma11 the inconsistency in the number of degrees of freedom 
for the two types of elements should have a neg1 ibible ,effect on the 
stiffness of the structure. Otherwise" one must real ize that the 
so 1 ut i on may be adverse ly effected ,by the ;!-ncompat i b i 1 i ty between the 
two types of elements. in such a case the solution can be improved by 
using more elements in ,the boundary region. In the computer program of 
this study, six equll ibrium equations are wrItten at the node where tbe 
end-node of a beam element Is connected to the vertex node of a shell 
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elemento Only the general fzed displacements and the general fzed load 
of the beam element are involved in the equil ibrium equatIon In e 
z 
direction. 
Since a complete fourth order polynomial IS used to represent 
the normal displacement of the she] 1 element, the rotations around the 
aXIs which IS parallel to the side of the element results in a third 
order polynomial function. On each side of the she1 1 element, only 
three rotations, one at -each node, around the axis which is parallel to 
the side can be defined by the general ized displacemen.ts. Since these 
three rotations ar.e not enough.to uniquely determi"ne a third order 
polynomial function, this type of rotation is not fully compatible 
along the jOinting line of two shell elements or a she] 1 element and 
a beam element. In general, the effect caused by this incompatl-
bi 1 ity is not significant and the solutions provIded by the finite 
element idealization do converge toward the true solution as the 
element mesh is refined, 
3.6 Technique Used to Solve the Equl~ ibrium Equations 
The stiffness matrix K of the complete structure which relates 
the nodal loads P acting on the structure to the corresponding nodal 
displacements X is obtained b~ assembling the stiffness matrices of all 
elements of the Ideal fzed structure. The equll ibrium equations can be 
expressed in matri~ form: 
K x = P 
where K is sym~etrlc and positive-definite. When the unknown variables 
xl') xZ' x3 9 ., ••••••• j xn are suItably ordered, Kwould be a banded 
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rna t r i x ass how n i n Fig, (3 Q 3 ) . Ins 0 1 v i n g act u alp rob 1 ems, the s i z e 0 f 
Equation (3.37) sometimes can be so big that the capability and the 
efficIency of the computer program critically depend upon the core size 
of the computer and the time needed for solving the simultaneous eq~ations. 
To use the Gauss e1 imination procedure for solving a set of 
simultaneous equations of the form of Eq. (3.37), the formulas 
.'. 
K'u' , K .• -
IJ IJ 
K. K , 
IS SJ 
K 
ss 
K. P 
IS S 
K 
ss 
(3.39) 
are used to eliminate x by using the equation appropriate to unknown s. 
s 
It is noticed that K .. or P. is the sum of the element contributions; 
I J I 
but it does not matter In what order the additions and subtractions are 
made, provided that the K . (=K. ), K "K ,and P are fully summed. 
51 IS SJ SS 5 
Hence , the Ku. and P. need not be ful lysummed, except those in the equa-
I J I 
tion s used to el imihate x . 
s 
An example is given in Fig. 3.4, in which only one unknown IS 
assumed at each node for simpl icity and the numbers in the brackets are 
the 10cal sequentia1 n~mber of the elements. In aS5embling the stiff-
ness matrix K, each element contributes a square matrix K. Given the 
e 
semi-bandwidth~ the equations can be solved efficiently by retaining 
In core only a triangle of coefficients which moves diagonally downwards 
as e1 lmination pro~eeds. As shown in Fig" 3.3, if the first generalized 
di.splacement of a~ element assigned to be the m-th variable of the whole 
structure and the first general ized displacement of the previous element 
is the ml-th variable of the whole structure, then (m-m l ) variables 
should be el iminated~ by using the first (m-m ' ) equations in the triangle 
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before we move the triangle downward diagonally to make the m-th 
equation to be the first equation in the triangle and put K, of the 
e 
element into It. This method needs a core storage of n(n+l)/2 for 
storing the stiffness matrix. Moreover, the maximum size of the pro-
gram IS now governed by the semi-bandwidth n (Fig. 3.3), rather than 
the total number of equations. 
In the computer program of this study, disks are used as 
auxi 1 iary storage units. Also, the fact that if either K . or K . is 
Sl SJ 
~ 
zero, K~j =K lj from Equation (3.38) is used to save the computer opera-
tion. 
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
4.1 Introduction 
The accuracy attainable from the finite element developed in 
this study Is demonstrated by applying it to various examples and com-
paring the results with those obtained by using various techniques pre-
sented by other authors. The examples presented In this chapter can be 
separated. into three groupings. They are plate problems, slab and be~m 
bridge problems, and shell pr~blems. First, two plate problems are 
presented for the purpose of demonstrating the accuracy and the rate of 
convergence of the bending behavior of the triangle plate element used 
fn this study. The second grouping consists ofa straight slab and 
beam bridge and a curved slab ahd beam bridge with the same cross sec-
tionas the straight bridge .. In ·the bridge problems, in-:plane displace-
ments of the plates, twisting and axial displacements of beams, eccen-
tricity of beams as well as the bending displacements of:both ~lates and 
beams have been considered. The third grouping involves various shell 
p ro b 1 ems . Inc 1 u d ed I nth i s g r 0 up i n gar e t he f 0 11 ow i n g : 
1. Cyl.indrical Shells: Both circular cylinder and para-
bolic cyl inder problems are presented. These shells 
are supported by diaphragms at the ends and loaded by 
theJtir own weight. They represent the barrel :fjhell 
configuration used as roof structures. 
2. Ell iptfcParaboloid Shells: The first example is a long 
ell iptic paraboloid shell supported by diaphragms at the 
ends'and loaded by its own weight. The second ell iptic 
par a bo 1 0 Ids he 1 1 pre sen ted i s a s qua res he 1 1 Wit h 
eqUal radi f of curvature. This second shell is simply 
supported along its four edges and loaded by its own 
we i ght 0 
30 Hyperbolic Paraboloid Shells: Both simply supported 
and tlamped square hyperbolic paraboloid shells are 
presentedo These shells are bounded by the char-
acterlstrc orasymptotl.c 1 ines of the surfaceo Also, 
examples of square hyperbolic paraboloid shells with 
beams providing the support along the four edges are 
presented. 
In the fol1owi,ng text, the details of these examples and the 
solutions of them are discussed. The stresses and moments shown in the 
figures are all average values unless the contrary is specifically 
stated. 
4.2 Square Plate 
A ~quare plate (Fig. 401) subjected to a concentrated load 
at the center is consldered~ The dimensions and material properties 
a re as fo 11 ows : 
a = 20000 Ino 
t = 3.0 in 0 
E = .3 x i0 6 psi 
v = OQ3 
Two different boundary conditions, ,simply supported and clamped, are 
used. The vertical def1-ectionsat the center' of the plat~ obtained hy 
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using different mesh sizes are shown in Fig. 4.2a ·and Fig. 4.2b. In 
these ftgures~ results obtatned by using various ~plate bending elements(6) 
and the exact classi~a1 solutions are shown for the purpose of compari-
sona Because ·the plate IS symmetrical about both the x and y.axes, only 
one .. quadrant of the plate need be considered in solvfng this problem. 
In the simply supported case, the error is less than five percent when 
Ixl mesh size is used and the rate ~f convergence is fast. When the 
4x4 mesh is used, the ,result 'reaches the exact solution ·as shown in 
Fig. 4.2b. In ·Fig.4.2a, it is seen that th.e result of the clamped 
plate is not'as good as that of ,the simply supported ·plate. But In 
comparis.on with all other element,·;soluti:ons shown in the figur·e, the 
element used In this study has the .fastest rate of convergence when 
measured by the number of grid divisions into which the quadrant of ·the 
plate is divided. it is realized that this is not a IIfair" compari.son 
between various elements in.that each element involves a different 
number of degrees of freedom and a different computational effdrt to 
generate and solve the appropriate equations~ This comparison does 
however i nd I cate .the adequacy of the beb,av lor of an element 0 It is 
believed that the incompatibility of the normal rotation a10ng the edges 
of the element makes the finite element ideal ized structure·a 1 rttle 
softer than the actual structure when a coarse meshslz·e is used. This 
is thereC!sonwhy the solution 'obtained by·using this element converges 
to the exact solution from above ·rather·than·below as compatIble sqlu-
tions do and why the solution of the simply support~dplate is better 
than the solution of the clamped plate. But as demonstrated in this 
example~ the:errors ~ssocratedwith thrs .. inco~patLbrl ity of rotatfon 
tend to diminish with reduced mesh sizes in the finite .element ~tdeal 12ation. 
Figo 403 shows the converge~ce of the fixed end moment at the 
middle of the edge of the clamped plate. The moments obtained by using 
various mesh sizes are compared with the moment given by Timoshenko(34) . 
The dffferencebetween the moment given by 4x4 mesh and that given by. 
Timoshenko is less than three percent. 
403 Slab and Beam Bridge 
The plane view, the cr;oss=se<;:tlon, and the material proper-
ties of this structure are shown In Fig. 4.4. This structure -Is sub-
Jetted toa 400 pound concentrated central .load. The'dimenslons and 
loading are sel~c~ed t~ correspond w~th a .problem studied .by-Mehrain(23). 
This particular problem was also used as a example by Kohnke and Schno-
brieh(20). ~t 'IS chosen ·as·a test for.·the technique presented in this 
study since the .problem is a simple eccentrically stiffened ·plate and 
the solution is well documente9. The accuracy and the rate of conver-
genee are shown. in Fig. 4.5 by comparing the central· deflection of the 
structure computed by themethod'of this :study wfth the corresponding 
value obtained by Mehrain. The curve titled REFDEKis ,the best result 
obtained by Mehrarn~ I~ is seen that the results of this study·con-
verge at a faster rated Actually, .the 2x2, 4x4, and 6x6 meshes give 
almost the same deflection ·at the loading point .. The stress results 
obtained ·in this study are In very .close agreement with those obtained 
by Mehrafn and by Kohnke and Schnobrich. The'comparisons of bending 
moments and in~plane-forces .in the plate and the bending moments In the 
beams are presented in -Figs. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. This study indicates 
a sharper rise in M in the region of , the appl led concentrated load than y 
does either of the other studies. Since the relatively higher order dis-
placement ·functions are used in both plate and beam elements in this 
study, the continuity at the element boundaries for both the membrane 
forces and the moments is much improved. The elements used by Kohnke. 
and the REFDEK by Mehraln are both elements chosen to obtain a good com-
patlbil Ity between surface and beam elements6 Thus, the comparisons in 
Flgso 407 and 408 represent comparisons of good higher order elements 
and consequently there are not sharp differences. A much more dramatic 
difference in variation and continuity of stresses In the beam and in 
the .slab would be shown if the results of some Df the lower elements. 
In common use had been plotted. Such p~ots ~are already shown by 
Mehrafn(23)0 
404 Curved Slab and Beam Bridge 
This example· is selected to demonstrate the capabi Ilty of , the 
technique presented in this study for solvfng curved bridge problems, 
In this example, the ,curved beams are idealized as the assemblage of 
many straight beam elements and the curved boundaries of the plate are 
approximated by using segments of straight lines~ As the size of the 
element .decreases the finite ~lement idealization would appro~~h to the 
actual structure. In this example, the difference of both beam length 
and plate area between the finite element idealization and the true 
structure is less than one percent for the case of 2x2 me~h. The plane 
view and the cross section of this examp1~ are shown in Fig. 4.8. The 
structure is loaded by a 400 pound concentrated load at the center. 
The material· properties and the cross section used in this example are 
exactly the same as those used in Section 4.2. Also, the length of the 
center beam Is 32 feet which is the same span as that of the straight 
bridge. Because of symmetry, on1y:one half of the bridge needs to be 
analyzed. Four mesh sizes, which are 2x2, 4x4, 6x6, and 8x8, are used. 
All of ·these grids give almost the same vertical deflection at the loading 
point. The calculated deflection is 0.3744 in. when a 2x~mesh is used. 
it is 0.3760 in. when.a 8x8 mesh is used. However, the continuity of 
the ·stresses at the element boundaries .shbw.muchimprovement when the 
finer mesh :,~Ize .is used. The twisting moment, M , and the bending x . 
moment, M , in th~ beams are shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.110 Figure 4.12 y 
shows the transverse moment distribution in the plate at the mid-span. 
The sharp change of the transverse moment at the·center of bridge is 
caused by .the existence of the center beam and the difference of this 
moment at this point Is transferred to the .center ·beam astwistrng 
Is not achieved because the rotational incompatibility exists between 
the plate el.ementsas well as th~ plate and beam elements. The 10ngl-
t~dinal in~plane stress di5tribution in the plate at the mid-span, which 
is shown In Fig. 4~13, seems to be very reasonable. The sharp increase 
of the stress around the loading point is caused by the local effect of 
the concentrated load o It is seen in Fig. 4.11 that the bending moment 
in the center beam at the loading point also increases sharply for the . 
same reason. 
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4.5 Circular Cyl inder with Free Edges 
The first form of shell considered is a c~rcular cyl inder, 
loaded by its own weight, supported by diaphragms at the curved ends 
while free along the longitudinal edges. The geometry of the shell is 
shown in Fig. 4.14. The dimensions and the material properties are as 
fo 11 ows : 
R = 25 ft 
L = 25 ft 
a = 40 G 
t = 3.0 in. 
E = 3xl06 psi 
v = 0.0 
Weight of Shell = 0.09 kips/ft 2 
Because of its double symmetry only one-quarter of this shell is con-: 
sidered in the analysIs. The end diaphragm is assumed to be infinitely 
rigid in its own plane and infinitely flexible out of that plane. 
The vertical displacements of points on the cross section at 
the mid-section of the shell, as computed by using 6x9 mesh, are shown 
!n Fig. 4015 and are compared to the results computed by numerical evalua-
tion of the Donnel-Jenkins shell equat,on(33) and to the results obtained 
by Clough and Johnson(7) by using a finite element analysIs. It is seen 
that the accuracy achieved by the element of this study while using 
6x9 mesh is in closer agreement to the analytical solution th~n that of 
12x18 mesh given by Clough and Johnson. The comparison of the longi-
tudinal displacements atdLaphragm is shown in Fig. 4.16. Also s.hown 
on that figure are the results from Clough and Johnson obtained by 
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using 16x22 mesh. The results obtained by uSing the element of this 
study converged at a fast rate. The comparisons of longitudinal stresses, 
bendIng moments, and twisting moments at various cross-sections of the 
shell are presented in Fig. 4.17. The results obtained in this study 
are In very close agreement with those from other approaches. The-
element predicts the rapid variation in the longitudinal stress repre~ 
senting as it does the primary load carrying mechanism functioning in a 
fashion similar to a deep beam. The comparisons show that for zero 
Gaussian curvature shells, it is possible to adequately model the she11 
using flat elements. 
4;6 Parabolic Cyl inder 
In the previous examples, it has been demonstrated that good 
accuracy and a fast rate of convergence can be obtained when the finite 
element presented in this study is used for solving plate and cyl indrical 
shell problems. Again, this is proved by the good results of the para-
bol ic cyl inder shell in this example. This example is selected to show 
the effect of the curvature, change in the longitudina~ direction of the 
shell on the solution and if the use of flat elements is at all affected 
by comparing the results of this example with the results of an ell iptic 
paraboloid in the next section. The geometry and material properties 
of this example are shown in:,Fig. 4.18. This cylindrical shel 1 has a 
transverse parabol,tc profile and is supported at the ends by diaphragms, 
while the longitudinal edges are free. It is loaded by its own dead 
weight. ~he vertical displacements, transverse moments, and longitudinal 
stresses across the mid-section of the shel 1 obtained by using a 6 x 9 
mesh are presented in Fig. 4.19. The comparisons of these results 
with the numerical integratIon analysis results presented 
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by Hedgren(18) and finite element analysis results of a 12x18 mesh 
presented by Clough and Johnson(7) are ats6 shown on the same figure. 
An examination of· these figures confirms the agreement of disp\ace-
ments between these approaches. For the transverse moments across the 
mid=sectlon~ this study and Hedgren give the same result but the result 
given by Clough and Johnson IS a 1 ittle lower. The results for the 
longitudinal stresses across the mid-section from the three approaches 
are very close. 
4.7 Long Elliptic Paraboloid Supported by Diaphragm at the Ends 
This shell (Fig. 4.18) is supported at the ends by a diaphragm 
normal to the shell surface, while the longitudinal edges are free. 
The loading of the shell is due to its own dead weight. Certain results 
of the finite .element analysis presented in this study are·shown in 
I. 1"\" 
"t • .t..v. Here, a comparison is made with the finite element analysis 
results presented by Clough and Johnson(7) and the numerical analysis 
results presented by Hedgren(18). The results of the two finite element 
analyses are very close. Some discrepancies do exist however between 
Hedgren's results and the results from the finite element analysis. As 
explained in Ref~ (7), these discrepancies may .be caused in part by the 
fact that a slightly different structure was considered in Ref. (18). 
The shal low shell theory used in that analysis required that the longi-
tudinal profile be assumed in the form of a circular arc whil~ the finite 
element analyses in this study and Ref. (7) took account of the true 
parabolic profile. The total rise of this shell in its longitudinal 
direction !s only about three ·percent of its span. By comparing 
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Fig. 4.19 and Flgo 4oeO, it.is indicated that the change of the profile 
in the longitudinal direction of the shell does have a significant 
effect on the results. This sizable change does support the above 
explanation that the difference between Hedgrenand the finite element 
analyses Is due to differences in longitudinal shape of the shells 
analyzedo Als&i it Is bel ieved that the discrepancies between Hedgren's 
results and the results from the finite element analyses may be caused 
in part by the fact that in the finite ,element analyses the shell is 
Ideal fzed as an assemblage of flat plate elements instead of curved 
elementso When this geometric discretization is used on the shells 
with non=zero Gaussian curvature, the ,rate of 'convergence and the ac~ 
curacy of the results would not be as .good as the results obtained by 
using the same finite element on plate problems or shells with zero 
Gaussian curvatureo But in the following examples, itwi llbe shown 
that the finite element analysis presented in this study can be.used to 
obtain practi~al solutions to double curved shell problems and the 
results are good enough to compete with those given by various techni-
ques : presented by different .authors. The mesh sizes used in the two 
finite element analyses are indicated in Ffg. 4.20. Note th~t there are 
fewer equations associated .with the mesh size used in this study than 
there are with the mesh. that was. used inc the Clough and Johnson analysis. 
4 0 8 Simply Supported Square Elliptic Paraboloid 
Simply supported ell iptic paraboloid shells have freq~ently 
been used as roof structures in civil engineering. i't is of practical 
in te res t t;<?·';study an examp 1 e of th is type of s,he 11. Th iss he 11 
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configuration has a markedly different behavior than do those shel Is 
described in the previous sections. While those shells have a dominant 
beam like behavior in the longitudinal direction between diaphragms the 
simply supported paraboloid functions primarily as a membrane with very 
local zones of bending near the supports. it is necessary to test the 
adequacy of flat elements for this type of shell. A square ell iptic 
paraboloid whose surfaoe is defined by the equation 
1 2 2 
z = 300 (x + y) in inches 
is considered. The dimensions and material properties of this simply 
supported shell are shown in Fig. 4.21. The shell is loaded by a 
uniformly distributed load of 104 lb/ft2. This elliptic paraboloid 
is the same shell that was investigated by Abu-Sitta(l) , by Dikovich(li) 
and by Gustafson and Schnobrich(16). They chose this shell because of 
the series solut;ion obtained by Dikovich. Comparison between the 
results, the finite difference solution by Abu-Sitta, the discrete 
model solution by Gustafson and Schnobrich, and the bending solution 
by Dikovich is shown In Figs. 4.22 to 4.25. The agreement between the 
solution given by this study and the solutions by Dikovich and by 
Gustafson and Schnobrich is reasonably good. The results of this study 
are obtained by using a 6x6 mesh. Discrepancy between the solution by 
Abu-Sitta and other solutions is found to be comparatively large and is 
the result of the errors involved in the manner of defining the finite 
difference equations. In the central area of the shell, the bending 
mo~ents calculated by this study are a I ittle higher than those calcu-. 
lated by other methods. The difference is of no practical importance 
and the use of flat elements is again seen to be adequate although: 
cause ··for: some erro·r,. 
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4.9 Hyperbolic Paraboloid Shells 
The geometry of the hyperbol ic paraboloid shell studied in 
this section is shown in Fig. 4.26. The equation of the mid-section of 
the shell is 
z = kxy 
where k = flab. The results obtained from several cases. are considered 
and compared with the results presented by various authons. 
a. Simply Supported Edges: Chetty and Totenham(5) solved 
a simply supported hyperbolic paraboloid of the following dimensions: 
a = b = 15 ft 
t = 2.5 in. 
f &I 3ft 
v = 0.16 
" E IIiI: 3x 10° psi 
q = 50 lbs/ft2 
This shell was also investigated by Schnobrich, Mel in and Mohraz(24~(31). 
The result obtained in this study is compared with the variational 
method solution ·byChettyand Tottenham and with the discrete element 
analysis solution by Mohraz and Schnobrich(24) in Fig. 4.28. The 
agreement is generally good. 
b. Clamped Edges: A square hyperbolic paraboloid clamped on 
four edges and loaded by a uniform distributed normal load of 1.0 psi 
is considered. The dimensions and material properties of this example 
are: 
5.6 
configuration has a markedly different behavior than do those shells 
descrfbed in the previous sections. While those shells have a dominant 
beam like behavior in the longitudinal direction between diaphragms the 
simply supported paraboloid functions primari 1y as a membrane with very 
local zones of bending near the supports. It is necessary to test the 
adequacy of flat elements for this type of shell. A square ell iptic 
paraboloid whose surface is defined by the equation 
1 2 2 
z = 300 (x + y) in inches 
is considered. The dimensions and material properties of this simply 
sup p 0 r ted she 1 1 are show n i n F j g. 4. 2 1. The 5 h ell j s 1 oa d e d by a 
uniformly distributed load of 104 lb/ft2. This ell iptic paraboloid 
is the same shell that was investigated by Abu-Sitta(l), by Dikovich(ll) 
and by Gustafson and Schnobrich(16). They chose this shell because of 
the series solut:ion obtained by Dikovich. Comparison between the 
results, the finite difference solution by Abu-Sitta, the discrete 
model solution by Gustafson and Schnobrich, and the bending solution 
by Dikovich Is shown in Figs. 4.22 to 4.25. The agreement between the 
solution given by this study and the solutions by Dik6vich and by 
Gustafson and Schnobrich is reasonably good. The results of this study 
are obtained by using a 6x6 mesh. Discrepancy between the solution by 
Abu-Sitta and other solutions is found to be comparatively large ~nd is 
the result of the errors involved in the manner of defining the finite 
difference equations. In the central area of the shell, the bending 
mo~ents calculated by this study are a 1 ittle higher than those calcu-. 
lated by other methods. The difference is of no practical importance 
and the.use of flat elements is again seen to be adequate although ". 
cause·for: some error:. 
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4.9 Hyperbolic Paraboloid Shells 
The geometry of the hyperbol ic paraboloid shell studied in 
this section is shown in Fig. 4.26. The equation of the mid-section of 
the shell is 
z = kxy 
where k = flab. The results obtained from several cases are considered 
and compared with the results presented by various authons. 
a. Simply Supported Edges: Chetty and Totenham(5) solved 
a simply supported hyperbol icparaboloid of the fol lowing dimensions: 
a = b = 15 ft 
t = 2.5 in. 
f lIIII 3ft 
\) = 0.16 
E 6 psi II1II: 3x 10 
q = 50 lbs/ft 2 
This shell was also investigated by Schnobrich, Mel in and Mohraz(24~(31). 
The result obtained in this study is compared with the variational 
method solution ·by.Chetty and Tottenham and with the discrete element 
analysis solution by Mohrazand Schnobrich(24) in Fig. 4.28. The 
agreement is generally good. 
b. Clamped Edges: A square hyperbolic paraboloid clamped on 
four edges and loaded by a uniform distributed normal load of 1.0 psi 
is considered. The dimensions and materialprriperties of this example 
are: 
a = b = 6.46 in. 
t = 0.25 in. 
f = 1.034 in. 
v = 0.39 
E = 5 x 105 psi 
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This shell was investlgatedt:by Chetty and Tottenham(5) and by many 
other authors. In Ref. (30), a table of the fixed edge moments and 
membrane shear calculated by various methods was presented by Schno-
brich. The vertical dispJ~cements, bending moments, and membrane 
shears of the shell are presented in Figs. 4.~9 to '4.31 in comparison 
with the variational method solution by Chetty and Tottenham, the finite 
element solution by Pecknold and Schnobrich, and the flnfte element 
solution computed by STRUDL I I uSing the triangle curved element named 
ISSCTI. Pecknold and Schnobrfch's solution is very close to the solu-
tion by Chetty and Tottenham. The solutions computed by this study and 
by STRUDL i I are in good agreement with each other but not with the 
previous described solutions. There is a significant disagreement 
between the two groups regarding the vertical displacements and the 
bending moments in the central area of the shell. The incompatibfllty 
of the normal rotation along the edges of the element makes the finite 
element ideal ized structure used in this study a 1 ittle softer than the 
actual structure. This tends to overcompensate for the fact that the 
structure is constrained by using displacement shapes with a finite 
number of degrees of freedom. But this does not at all imply that the 
solutions by Chetty and Tottenham and by Pecknold and Schnobrich are 
exact while the solutions by STRUDL I I and by this study are in error 
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by the differenceo Since the load on this shell is mainly carried by 
membrane shears in the shell, the difference in the bending moments 
calculated by these methods in the central area of the shell IS not 
overly significant. Since the STRUDL I I element is a curved element 
the fact that a flat element was used in this study is not the cause 
for the difference. The STRUDL I I element is also a nonconforming 
lending credence to the argument that it is caused by the lncompati-
bll ity of the rotation about the normal to the edge. 
c. Hyperbolic Paraboloid Supported by Edge Beams: The 
hyperbolic paraboloid investigated by Russell and Gerstle(29)is 
s.~ected as an example in this study. This corner supported square shell 
is framed by edge beams on pJn-supports at the lower corners and by 
rollers at the upper corners as shown in Fig. 4.27. The shell is 40ftx~tOft 
In plan, with 8 ft total rise, and 3 in. thickness; it is supported by 
edge beams 12 in. x 12 in. in section. Uniform load is 67.5 lb/ft 2 , 
and the edge beam load is 180 l~/ft2. The modulus of elasticity of 
the material IS 3xl06 psio Its Poisson's ratio is zero. This problem 
has been investigated by various authors by using different approaches. 
. (?7) 
Russell and Gerstleused finite difference method, Scordelis '-II used 
a membrane finite element and flexural grillage system, and Pecknold 
and Schnobrlch(2S) used a curved skewed finite element developed by 
using shallow shell theory. In Fig. 4.32, the linear variation of 
axial force·in the beam elements of the edge beam obtained in this 
, 
study is compared with the constant axial force in the beam elements 
given by Pecknold and Schnobrich. These forces are plotted on the 
figure without interpretation fo~ the 'purpose of showing the improvement 
.. 
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of continuity of the forces at the joints of elements made by using 
1 inear strain displacement function to represent the axial displace-
ment in the beam element in this study. In Figs. 4.33 and 4.34, the 
interp~eted axial force and the bending moment in the beam obtained in 
this study are compared with the results of various analyses mentioned 
above. The axial force comparison is very good. The bending moment 
given by this study is of ~lose agreement with that given by Pecknold 
and Schnobrich while the bending moments given by other analyses show 
more scatter. In Figs. 4.35 to 4.37, vertical displacement of beam, 
torsionai moment in beam, and bending moment in the she] 1 are shown 
and compared with the result given by Russell and Gerstle. The com-
parison is generally good. Fig. 4.38 shows the shear forces at various 
sections of the shell. The very rapid buildup of shear near the corner 
may at first look a bit suspicious. Two edge beams join at the pin-
supported lower corner of the structure actually makes this corner 
acting more or less l1kea rigid corner and the stiffness of the struc-
ture should increase sharply at this corner. This is the reason why the 
shear stress in the shell and the axial forces in the beams Increase 
rapidly at this corner. in the finite element analysis a local sharp 
change in the boundary conditions such as restraining all displacements 
at the lower corners of this structure tends to deteriorate the accuracy 
and slow down the rate of convergence of the solution locally. The rapid 
bui ldup in shear stress is real, it should increase rapidly at the 
lower corners. However, it builds too large a value. A more real istic 
value is obtained if the shear is computed to match the axial force in 
the beam. Since the integral of the shear is the axial force In the 
beam this relation can be used to back solve for the shear. The solution 
can also be improved by refining the finite element locally around the 
corners. 
The effect of the eccentricity of the edge beam on the stresses 
in both beam and shell is studied by comparing the results of three dif-
ferent eccentricity cases of the same shell framed by the same edge 
beams. ,The comparisons of these d'ifferent cases are shown in Figs. 
4.39 to 4.42. Some results of experimental investigation of this type 
of problem have been presented by various researchers(22) ,(28). 
Professor Schnobrich(25) ,(32) is the first one to investigate the effect 
of eccentricity of the edge beam on square hyperbol Ie paraboloid shell 
by using the finite element developed by Pecknold and himself(25). 
Unfortunately, the dimensions of the structure, the boundary conditions, 
and the material properties which are used in these different works are 
enough different from each other that direct numerical comparison is 
imposslbleo However~ they do reach a similar conclusion to that given 
in this study. The eccentricity of ,the edge beam effects the vertical 
displacement ~nd bending of the beam significantly in the region close 
to the lower support but not In the region around the upper support~ 
An ~pstandingbeam tends to restrain the rotation at the pin-support and 
a fixed end type beam deflection and large negative bending moment oc-
cur at this ,point., As the jointing point of beam and shell moves upward, 
the rotational restriction at the pin-support is reJ~ased gradually. 
The downs tand i ng ,beams exper i ence ,the 1 a rges t d i sp 1 acemen tin the reg ion 
close to this pinned end and the largest positive moment at the end. 
However~ the downstanding beams experience the least maximum vertical 
displacement. The bending moments in the shell are significant only in 
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regions away from the center of the shell. The maximum shell bending 
for upstanding beams is the smallest one among the three cases. The 
maximum shell bending for downstanding beams is the largest one among 
the three cases. 
5. .cONCLUS IONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
The demonstration problems in Chapter 4 confirm the versa-
ti lity and the excellent accuracy achieved by the finite element method 
presented in this :study. The method is appl itable to ~iate problems, 
shell problems, slab and beam problems, as well as the shells which ~re 
supported or stiffened by edge beams or stiffeners. 
The plat~bendlng element developed in this study can be,used 
to solve plate problems of arbitrary geometric shape and boundary con-
ditions. The fast rate of convergence of the solution and the good 
continuity of stresses between the elements are the characteristics of 
this element. 
Slab and beam type structures are frequently used in struc-
tural engineering. Examples of such structures are the girder bridge, 
curved girder bridge, various building floor systems and numerous other 
appl ications~ The ~ompatibil ity between the plate and the beam elements 
has been carefully investigated. The method presented in this study is 
capable of providing approximate solutions to this type of problem and 
exce 11 ent accu racy can be ach i eved',~v.en when the beam type support i ng 
members are eccentrica1 ly placed. 
The adequacy of using the flat elements developed in this 
study to model the curved shell surfaces is demonstrated. For the shell 
configurations which are general ly us~d in clvi 1 engineering, the demon-
stration problems indicate ,that use of flat elements does not signifi~ 
6antly,degrade the~solution. Any element used for shell analysis should 
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have a good b~iance between the geometric approximation and the dis-
placement approximation. The element presented in this study repre-
sents an upper bound on this balance by using the fourth order normal 
displacement function and the quadrant in-plane displacement functions 
on the flat triangular element. Since higher displacement functions 
are used, the accuracy of the stresses and the continuity of the 
stresses between elements are improved. When a shell is supported or 
stiffened by edge beams or stiffeners, to find out the effect of the 
eccentricity of the supporting members and to obtain an accurate solu-
tion In both the shell and the supporting members, especially in the 
boundary regions, represent the main objectives of this study. This 
goal is successfully achieved. The shell element and the beam element 
are not fully compatible in all aspects. But a Ilbest" choice has been 
made so that physically the error brought up by the violation compati-
bi 1 i ty between the shell and beam elements is negl iglble,.iogem-eral. 
In recent years, many differeOt shell finite elements have 
been presented by different authors. But, so far, there is not an 
element ,which is universally accepted as the best shell element for all 
kinds of shell structures. This means that to choose an adequate 
finite element for analyzing various shell problems becomes a more 
camp 1 icated and difficult problem as more finite elements are developed. 
It Is felt that in addition to:keep trying to develop new elements, 
some research effort should be expended on making a thorough comparison 
study among all presently avar lable shell elements. It might be very 
dIfficult to find a perfect element that is better than all the others 
for all kinds of shell, but to obtain a definite conclusion about the 
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relative merits of the various elements and which element. is the best 
one in certain cases should be a goal which is not too difficult to 
reach. 
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FIG. 4.26 GEOMETRY OF HYPERBOLIC PARABOLOID z = kxy (k = flab) 
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APPENDIX A 
BENDING STIFFNESS OF THE SHELL ELEMENT 
Two subroutines which are used to calculate the bending stiff-
ness matrix of the shell element are 1 isted in the fol lowing pages. The 
computer program used in this study is written in Fortran iVa The 
geometries and material properties of each element are r,ead in in the 
main program. Themeantng of the notations used in these subroutines 
are 1 isted as follows. 
XX(i) = The x-coordlcates of the vertices of the shell 
element where i is the numbering of the vertices. 
YY(i) = The y-coordinat~s of the vertices of the shell 
element where i Is the numbering of the vertices. 
Xl = XX(3) - XX(2) 
X2 = XX(l) XX(3) 
X3 = XX(2) - XX(]) 
YI lmI YY(2) - YY(3) 
Y 2 = YY (3 ) - YY ( 1) 
Y3 = YY (1) - YY (2) 
C2 = I X2 2 + Y22 
C3 I X3 2 + Y32 
AREA = The area of the shell element. 
E = Modulus of elasticity. 
1·06 
POI = Poisson's ratio. 
TH I CK = Thick of the shell element. 
Q IS = The elements of Q matrix mentioned in 
Section 2.40 
A IS The element of A -1 matrix mentioned = 
! n Section 2.40 
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SUBROUTINE MEMSTF(L,STF,Xl,X2,X3,Yl,Y2,Y3,AREA,C1,C2,C3) 
DOUBLE PRECISION B,X 
DIMENSION JSNF(6},STF{15,15),A(15,lS),ATQ(15,15),Q(15,15),X(2000), 
1B(2000) 
COM M 0 N X, B , J S N F , 1\1 0 F , N R W , N P E , N 8 E , N NO, E , E B , P rl I , POI B , T H I C K , 0 , f\1 UP T R A , 
-1IB,DENSIT,ONSITB,INDELO,INSURF 
D=E*THICK**3/(12.0*(1.O-POr**2)) 
CALL AMATRX(A,Xl,X2,X3,Yl,Y2,Y3,AREA,Cl,C2,C3) 
OA=-O/AREA**3.0 
BBl=(Xl**2+Yl**2)**2 
BB2=(X2**2+Y2**2)**2 
BB3=(X3**2+V3**2)**2 
BCl=(Xl*X2+Yl*Y2t**2+POI*(X2*Yl-Xl*V2)**2 
BC2=(X2*X3+Y2*V3)**2+POI*(X3*Y2~X2*Y3)**2 
BC3~(X3*Xl+Y3*Yl)**2+POI*(Xl*Y3~X3*Yl)**2 
BD12=(Xl**2+Yl**2J*(Xl*X2+Yl*V2) . 
BD13=(Xl**2+Vl**2)*(K3*Xl+Y3*Vl) 
BD23=(X2**Z+Y2**ZJ#(XZ*X3+Y2*V3) 
BD21~(X2**2+Y2**2)*(Xl*X2+Yl*Y2) 
BD 3 1 = (. X 3 t,c * 2 + Y 3 * * 2 ) *. (. X 3 * Xl'" Y 3 *V 1) 
BD32=(X3**2+V3~*2)*(X2*X3+Y2*Y3) 
BEl=(Xl*X2+Y~~Y2)*(X2*X3+V2*Y3)-POI*iX2*Yl-Xl*Y2)*(X3*Y2-X2*V3) 
BE2=(X2*X3+Y2*Y3l~(X3*Xl+V3*Yl)-POI*(X3*Y2-X2*Y3)*(Xl*Y3-X3*Yl) 
BE3=(X3*Xl+V3*Yl~*(Xl*X2+Vl*V2)-POl*(Xl*Y3-X3*Yl)*(X2*YI-Xl*Y2) 
BFl=2~O*(Xl*X2+Yl*Y2)**2+(1.0-POI)*(X2*Vl~Xl*Y2)**2 
BF2=2 eO*(X2.t~X3+Y2*Y3} **2+(1 .O-POI ) *< X3*Y2-X 2~~V3) ::C*2 
BF3=2.0*(X3*Xl+Y3*Yl) **2+ (1.0-.POI) * (Xl*Y3-X3*Yl) t~*2 
B G 1 = ( X 1 ~q" 2 + Y 1 * * 2 ) * (X 2 *x 3 + Y 2 * Y 3 ) + ( X 3 * X 1 + Y 3 * Y 1 ) ~, ( X 1* X 2 + Y 1 * Y 2 ) + POI * ( 
lXl*Y3-X3*Yl)*iX2*Yl~Xl*Y2) , 
BG2=(X2**2+Y2**2)*(X3*Xl+Y3*Yl)+(Xl*X2+Yl*V2)*(~2*X3+Y2*Y3)+POl*( 
lX2*Yl-Xl*V2J*<X3*V2-X2*Y3) . 
BG3~(X3**2+V3**2)*(Xl*X2+Yl*Y2)+(X2*X3+V2*Y3)*(X3*Xl+Y3*Yl)+POI*( 
1 X 3 * Y 2 ~X 2 * Y 3:) * ( X 1 * Y 3-- X 3 * V 1 ) 
Q(1~1)=-DA*3.j5.*BBl 
Q(2,2)=-DA*3./5.*BB2 
Q(3,3)=~DA*3./5.*BS3 
Q(1,2)=-DA./IO.*BCl 
Q(1.3J=~OA/IO.*BC3 
Q(2,3)=-DA/IO.*BC2 
Q~1,4)=~DA*3./IO",*BDI2~DA*3./40.*SBl 
Q(1,5)=-DA*3./10.*BD13~DA*3./40.*BBl 
Q(1,6)::;-DA/20.*BE3-DA/40.*BCl 
Ql1,7)=-DA/20.*BD12-DA*3./40.*SCl 
Q(1,8)=-DA*1.120.*BD13-DA*3,/40.*BC3 
Q(1,9)=-DA/20.*BE3-DA/40.*BC3 
Q(2,4}=-DA/20~*BD21~DA*3./40.*BCl 
Q(2,5)=~DA/20.*BEI-DA/40.*BCl 
Q(2i6)=-DA*3./10.*BD23-DA*3./40.*BB2 
Q(2,7)=-OA*3./IQ.*BD21-DA*3./40.*BB2 
Q(2,8)=-OA/20.*BEI-DA/40.~BC2 
Q(2,9)=-DAI20.*BD23-DA*3./40.*BC2 
Q(3,4)=-DA/20.*BE2~OA/40.*BC3 
Q(3,S)=-DA/20.*BD31-DA*3./40.*BC3 
Q13,6)=-DA/20.*BD32-DA*3./40.*BC2 
Q(3,7)=-DA/20.*BE2-DA/40.*BC2 
Q(3,8)=-DA*3./IO.*BD31-0A*3./40.*BB3 
Q(3,9)=-DA*3@/IO@*BD32-DA*3./40.*BB3 
Q(1,lO}=-DA*(BCI/IO.+BD12/10.+BBl/60.) 
Q(1,11)=-DA/60.*(BC3+2.*BE3+BCl) 
Q(1,12)=-DA*(BBl/60.+BD13/10.+BC3/10.) 
Q(2,lO)=-DA*(BB2/60.+BD21/10.+BCI/IO.} 
Q(2,11)=-DA*(BC2/10.+BD23/10.+BB2/60.} 
Q(2,12)=-DA/60.*(BCl+2.*BEl+BC2) 
Q(3,lO)=-DA/60.*(BC2+2.*BE2+BC3) 
Q(3,11}=-DA*(BB3/60.+BD32/10.+BC2/10.) 
Q(3,12)=-DA*(BC3/10.+BD31/10.+BB3/60.) 
Q(1,13)=-DA*(BE3/10.+BD13/20.+BBl/120.+BD12/20.) 
Q(1,14}=-DA*(BD13/60.+8D12/60.+BCl/40.0+8E3/20.) 
Q(1,15)=-DA*(B012/60.+BE3/20.+BC3/40.+BD13/6Q.) 
Q(2,13)=~DA*(BD23/60.+BEl/20.+RCI/40.+BD21/60e) 
Q(2,14)=-DA*(BEI/IOe+BD21/20~+BB2/120.+BD23/20.) 
Q(2,15)=-DA*(BD21/60.+BD23/60.+BC2/40.+BEl/20.) 
Q(3,13)=-DA*(BD32/60.+BD31/60.+BC3/40.+BE2/20.) 
Q(3,14)=-DA*(BD31/60.+BE2/20.+BC2/40.+B032/60.) 
Q(3,15)=-DA*(BE2/10.+BD32/20.+BB3/120.+BD31/20.) 
Q(4,4)=-DA/40.*{3.0*BFl+3.0*BDI2+BBl) 
Q(5,5)=-DA/40.*(3.0*BF3+3.0*BD13+BBl) 
Q(6,6)=-OA/40.*(3.0*BF2+3.0*BD23+BB2) 
Q(7,7)=-DA/40.*(3.0*BFl+3.0*BD21+BB2) 
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"Q(8,8)=-DA/40.*(3.0*BF3+3.0*BD31+BB3) 
Q(9,9)=-DA/40.*(3.0*BF2+3.0*BD32+BB3) 
Q(4,5)=-DA/80.*(6.0*BGl+3.0*BD12+3.0*RD13+BBl) 
Q(4,6)=-OA/80.*(BG2+BD21+3.0*BE3+BC1) 
Q(4,7)=-DA/80.*(BF1+3.0*BD21+3.0*BD12+2.0*BCl) 
Q(4,8)=-DA/80.*(BGl+3.0*BE2+BD13+BC3) 
Q(4,9)=-DA/80.*(BG2+BE2+BE3+BC3) 
Q(5,6)=-DA/80.*(BG3+BEl+BE3+BCl) 
Q(5,7)=-DA/80.*(BGl+3.0*BEl+B012+BCl) 
Q(5,8)=-DA/80.*(BF3+3.0*BD31+3.0~~B013+2.0*BC3) 
Q(5,9)=-DA/80.*(BG3+BD31+3.0*BE3+BC3) 
Q(6,7)=-DA/80.*<6.0*BG2+3.0*BD23+3.0*BD21+BB2) 
Q(6,8)=-DA/80.*(BG3+8D32+3.0*BEl+BC2) " 
Q(6,9)=-DA/80.*(BF2+3.0*BD32+3.0*BD23+2.0*BC2) 
Q(7,8)=-DA/80.*fBGl+BE2+BEl+BC2) 
Q(7,9)=-DA/80.*(BG2+3.0*BE2+BD23+BC2) 
Q(8,9)=-DA/80.*(6.0*BG3+3.0*BD31+3.0*BD32+BB3) 
Q(4,lO)=-OA*(BD21/20.+(2.*BF1+BCl+BB1)/80.+BD12124.) 
Q·(4,11)=-DA/240.*(2.*(BE2+BD21+BG2}+3.*BC3+4.*BE3+BCl) 
Q(4,12)=-DA/240.*<2.*BD12+6.*SGl+12.*BE2+BBl+4.*BD13+3.*BC3) 
Q(5,10)=-DA/240.*(12.*BEl+6.*BGl+2.*BD13+3'.*BCl+4.*BD12+BB1) 
Q(5,11)=-DA/240.*(2.*(BD31+BG3+BEl)+BC3+4.*BE3+3.*BCl) 
Q(5,12}=-DA*(BDI3/24.+(2.*BF3+BC3+BBl)/80.+B031/20.) 
Q(6,lO)=-DA/240.*(2.*BD23+6.*BG2+12.*BE3+BB2+4.*BD21+3.*BC1) 
Q(6,11)=-DA*(BD32120.+(2.*BF2+BC2+BB2)/80.+BD23/24.) 
Q(6,12)=-DA/240.*(2.*{BE3+BD32+BG3)+3.*BCl+4.*BEl+BC2) 
Q(7,10)=-DA*(BD21/24.+(2.*BPl+BCl+BB2)/80.+BD12/20.) 
Q(7,11)=-DA/240.*(12.*BE2+6.*BG2+2.*BD21+3.*BC2+4.*BD23+BB2) 
Q(7,12)=-DA/240.*(2.*(BD12+BGl+BE2)+BCl+4.*BE1+3.*BC2) 
, 
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Q(8,lO}=-DA/240.*(2.*(BEl+BD13+BGl)+3.*BC2+4.*BE2+BC3) 
Q(8~11)=-DA/240.*(2.*BD31+6.*BG3+12e~~BEl+BB3+4e*BD32+3.*BC2) 
Q(8,12)=-DA*(BD13/20.+(2.*BF3+BC3+BB3)/80.+B031/24. ) 
Q(9,lO)=-DA/240.*(2.*(BD23+BG2+BE3)+BC2+4.*BE2+3.*BC3) 
Q(9,11)=-DA*(BD32/24.+(2.*BF2+BC2+BB3)/80.+BD23/20.) 
Q(9,12}=-DA/240.)~(12.*BE3+6.*BG3+2.*BD32+3o*BC3+4.*BD31+BB3) 
Q(4,13)=-DA/240.*(6.*BG2+3.*(BGl+BE3+BD12+BFl)+4.*BD13+BB1) 
Q(4,14)=-DA/240.*(BG1+4.*BE3+BFl+BCl+3.*(B021+BG2+BD13)+2~*BD12} 
Q(4,lS)=-OA/240.*(BFl+3.*(BG2+BE2)+BGl+2.*BE3+BD12+2.*BC3+2.*8013) 
Q(S,13)=-DA/240.*(6.*BG3+3.*(BF3+BD13+BGl+BE3)+BB1+4.*B012) 
Q(5,14)=-DA/240.*(BF3+BGl+2.*BE3+3.*(BEl+BG3)+BD13+2.*(B012+BC1 » 
Q(5,lS)=-OA/240.*(BGl+4.*BE3+3.*(BG3+BD31+BD12)+BF3+BC3+2.*B013) 
Q(6,13)=-DA/240.*(BF2+3.*{BG3+BE3)+BG2+2.*BEl+BD23+2.*8C1+2.*8021) 
Q(6,14)=-OA/240.*(6.*BG3+3.*(BG2+BEl+BD23~BF2)+4.*B021+BB2) 
Q(6;lS)=-DA/240.*(BG2+4.*BEl+BF2+BC2+3.*(B032+BG3+BD21)+2.~~BD23) 
Q(7,13)~-DA/240.*(BG2+4.*BEl+3.*(BGl+BD12+B023)~BFl+BC1+2.*8021) 
Q(7,14)=-OA/240.*(6.*BGl+3.*(BFl+BD21+BG2+BEl)+BB2+4.*BD23}" 
Q(7,lS)=-OA/240.*(BFl+BG2+2.*BEl+3.*(BE2+BGl)+BD21+2.*(BD23+8C2 ») 
Q(8,13);-OA/240.*(BG3+4.*BE2+BF3+BC3+3.*(B013+BGl+BD32)+2.*Bn31) 
Q(8,14)=-DA/240.*(BF3+3~*(BG1+BE1)+BG3+2.*BE2+B031+2.*B~2+2.*BD32) 
Q(8,lS)=-DA/240.*(6.*BGl+3.*(BG3+BE2+BD31+BF3)+4.*~D32+BB3) 
Q(9,13)=-DA/240.*(BF2+BG3+2.*BE2+3.*(BE3+BG2)+BD32+2.*(B031+BC3)) 
Q(9,14)=-DA/240.*(BG3+4.*BE2+3.*(B~2+BD23+B031)+BF2+BC2+2.*8032) 
Q(9,15)=-DA/240.*(6.*BG2+3.*(BF2+B032+BG3+BE2)+BB3+4.*B031) 
Q(10,lOJ=-DA/180.*(3.*(BB2+BBl)+6.*(BD21+BD12)+4.*8Fl+BCl) 
Q(-11,11l=-DA/180.*(3.*(BB3+BB2)+6.*(BD32+B023)+4.*BF2+BC2) 
Q(12,12)=-DA/180.*(3.*(BBl+BB3)+6.*CBD13+B031)+4.*BF3+BC3) 
Q(lO,11)=-DA/360.*(BC2+2.*(B023+BD21)+BB2+6.*(BE2+BC3+BE3)+4.~~BG2 
1+BC1) 
Q(lO,lZ)=-DA/360.*(BCl+BBl+BC3+2.*(BD12+BD13'+4.*BGl+6.*(BEl+8C2 
'l+BE2) 
Q(11,li)=-OA/360.*(BC3+2.*(BD31+B032)+BB3+6.*(BE3+BCl+BEl)+4.*BG3 
1+BC2) 
Q(lO,13)=-DA/720.*(12.*BD23+6.*(BEl+BG2+B021+BD12+BD13)+BCl+4.*BFl 
1+8.*BGl+2.*BE3+3.*BB1) 
Q(11,14)=-OA/720.*(,12.*BD31+6.*(BE2+B~3+B032+BD23+B021)+BC2+4.*BF2 
1+8.*BG2+2.*BEl+3.*BB2) 
Q(12,15)=-OA/720.*(12.*BD12+6.*(BE3+BGl~B013+BD31+BD32)+BC3+4.*BF3 
1+8.*BG3+2.*BE2+3.*BB3) 
Q(10,14)=-OA/720.*(8.*BG2~2.*BE1+6.*(B021+BD23+BG1+BE3+B012)+3.* 
IBB2+4.*BFl+BCl+12.*BD13) 
Q(11,1S)=-OA/720.*(8.*BG3+2.*BE2+6.*(BD32+BD31+BG2+BEl+B023)+3.* 
IBB3+4.*BF2+BC2+12.*BD21) 
Q(12,13)=-OA/720.*(8.*BGl+2.*BE3+6.*(B013+BD12+BG3+BE2+~D31)+3.* 
18Bl+4.*BF3+BC3+12.*BD32) 
Q(lO,lS)=-DA/360.*(BD21+3.*BD23+1.S*BC2+2.*BG2+BEl+BFl+4.*BE2+2.* 
IBGl+BE3+BD12+1.S*BC3+3.*B013} 
Q(11,13)=-DA/360.*(BD32+3.*B031+1.S*BC3+2.*BG3+BE2+BF2+4.*BE3+2.* 
IBG2+BE1+BD23+1.S*BC1+3.*BD21) 
Q(12,14)=-DA/360.*(BD13+3.*B012+1~S*BC1+2.*BG1+BE3+BF3+4.*BEl+2.* 
1BG3+BE2+BD31+1.5*BC2+3.*BD32) 
Q(13,13}=-OA/360.*(3.*(BF2+BG3+BG2)+BE3+BBl+2.*(BF3+8D13+BG1+BD12 
l+BFl») 
Q(14,14)=-OA/360.*(3.*(BF3+BG1+BG3)+BE1+BB2+2.*(BFl+BO21+BG2+BD23 
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I+BF2}) 
Q(15,15)=-DA/360.*{3.*(BFl+BG2+BGl)+BE2+BB3+2.*(BF2+BD32+BG3+BD31 
1+BF3») 
Q(13,14'=-DA/720.*(5.*BG3+3.*BG2+2.*BEl+3.*BD23+3.*BF2+3.*BF3 
1+3.*BGl+2e*BE3+3c*BD13+4~*BD12+2.*BF1+BCl+4.*BD2l) 
Q(14,15)=-DA/720.*(5.*BGl+3.*BG3+2.*BE2+3.*BD31+3.*BF3+3.*BFl 
1+3.*RG2+2.*BEl+3@*BD21+4.*BD23+2.*BF2+RC2+4.*BD32) _ 
Q(13,15)=-DA/720.*{5.*BG2+3.*(BF2+BD32+BG3+BGl+BD12+BF1)+2.*(BE2 
1+BE3+8F3)+4.*(BD31+BD13)+BC3) 
DO 40 1=2,15 
IMl=I-l 
DO 40 J=l,IMl 
Q(I.,J)=Q(J.,I) 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 11 1=1,15 
DO 11 J=I,15 
ATQ( I.,J)=O.O 
DO 12 K=1,15 
ATQ( I ,J)=ATQ( I ,J )+A(K,I )*Q(K.,J) 
12 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 14 1=1.,15 
DO 14 J=1.,15 
STF(I.,J)=O.O 
DO 15 K=1,15 
STF( I,J )=STF( I,J)+ATQ( I ~K)*A(K,J) 
15 CONTINUE 
14 CONTINUE 
R'ETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AMATRX(A,X1,X2,X3,Yl,Y2,Y3,AREA,Cl,C2,C3) 
DOUBLE PRECISION B,X 
DIMENSION JSNF(6),A(15,15),X(2000),B(2000) 
111 
COMMON X,B,JSNF,NDF,NBW,NPE,NBE,NND,E,ES,POI,POIB,THICK,D,NUPTRA, 
lIB,DENSIT,DNSITB,INDELD,INSURF 
Dl=-{Xl*X3+Yl*Y3'/Cl 
02=-(X2*Xl+Y2*Yl)/C2 
n3=-(X3*X2+Y3*Y2)/C3 
Rl=Dl/Cl 
R2=D2/C2 
R3=D3/C3 
XY21=X2*YI-Xl*Y2 
XY32=X3*Y2-X2*Y3 
XY13=Xl*Y3-X3*Yl 
00 ·1 7 1= 1 , 1 '5 
DO 17 J=1,15 
A(I,J)=OeO 
17 CONTINUE 
A(l.,l)=l~O 
A(2.,4)=1"O 
A(3,7)=leO 
A(4,1)=4.0*XY13/XY32 
A(4,2)=2eO*AREA*X3/XY32 
A(4,3)=-2"O*AREA*Y3/XY32 
A(S,1}=4eO*XY21/XV32 
A(5,2)=-2.0*AREA*X2/XV32 
A(5,3)=2.0*AREA*V2IXY32 
A(6,4)=4.0*XV21/XV13 
A(6,5)=2.0*AREA*XI/XY13 
A(6,6)=-2.0*AREA*VI/XY13 
A(7,4)=4.0*XY32/XY13 
A(7,S}=-2"O*AREA*X3/XY13 
A(7,6)=2.0*AREA*V3/XV13 
A(8,7)=4~O*XY32/XY21 
A(8,8'=Z.O*AREA*X2/XV21 
A(8,9)=-2.0*AREA*V2/XY21 
A(9,7)=4.0*XV13/XY21 
A(9,8)=-Z.O*AREA*XI/XY21 
A(9,9)=2.0*AREA*YI/XY21 
A(lO,1)=-1.O-4.0*XY13/XY32 
A(lO,4)=-leO-4.0*XY32/XY13 
A(lO,2)=-2.0*AREA*X3/XV32 
A(lO,3)=2.0*AREA*V3/XV32 
A ( 1"0 , 5 ) = 2 • 0 * ARE A * X 31 X Y 1 3 
A(lO,6)=-2.0*AREA*Y3/XY13 
A(lO,lO)=16.0 
A(11,4)=-1.O-4.0*XV21/XV13 
A(11,7)=-1.O-4.0*XV13/XY21 
A(11,5)=-2.0*AREA*XI/XY13 
A(11,6)=2.0*AREA*VI/XY13 
A{11,S)=2.0*AREA*XI/XY21 
A(11,9)=-290*AREA*VI/XY21 
A(11,12)=16.0 
A(12,1)=-1.O-4.0*XY21/XY32 
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A(12,7)=-1.O-4.0*XV32/XV21 
A(12,2)=2.0*AREA*X2/XY32 
A(12,3)=-2.0*AREA*V2/XY32 
A(12,8)=-2.0*AREA*X2/XY21 
A(12,9)=2@O*AREA*V2/XY21 
A(12,14)=16eO 
A{13,1)=2@O*(R2-R3)+4®O*(XY21*(R2-1.0)~R3*XY13)/XY32 . 
A(13,4)=2.0*(Rl+R3)-2.0+4.0*(XY21*(Rl-l.O)+R3*XY32)/XY13 
A(13,7}=-2.0*<R1+R21+2.0-4.0*(XY32*(R2-1.0)+Rl*XY13)/XY21 
A(13,2)=-2.0*AREA*(R3*X3+X2*(R2-1.0»/XY32 
A(13,3)=2.0*AREA*(R3*Y3+Y2*(R2-1.0»jXY32 
A(13,5)=-2.0*AREA*{R3*X3-Xl*(Rl-l.O»)/XY13 
A(13,6)=2.0*AREA*(R3*Y3-Yl*<Rl-l.O»/XY13 
A(13,8)=2.0*AREA*(Rl*Xl-X2*CR2-1.0)/XY21 
A(13,9)=-2.0*AREA*(Rl*Yl-Y2*<R2-1.0»/XY21 
A(13,lO)=16<110 
A(13,12}=-16.0 
A(13,14)=16.0 
A(13,11)=8.0*AREA/C3 
A(13,13)=-8.0*AREA/C1 
A(13,15)=8.0*AREA/C2 
A(14,1)=-2.0*CR2+R3)+2.0-4.0*<XY13*(R3-1.0)+R2*XY21)/XY32 
A(14,4)=2.0*(R3-Rl)+4.0*(XY32*<R3-1.0)-Rl*XY21)/XY13 
A114,7)=2.0*(Rl+R2)-2.0+4.0*(XY32*<R2-1.0)+Rl*XV13)/XY21 
A(14,2)=2.0*AREA*(R2*X2-X3*<R3-1.0)/XY32 
A(14,3)=-2.0*AREA*(R2*Y2-Y3*(R3-1.0))/XY32 
A(14,5)=-2.0*AREA*(Rl*X1+X3*(R3-1.0)/XY13 
A(14,6)=2.0*AREA*(Rl*Yl+Y3*(R3-1.0»/XY13 
'A(14,8)=-2.0*AREA*(Rl*Xl-X2*(R2-1.0)/XY21 
A(14,9}=2.0*AREA*(Rl*Vl-Y2*(R2-1.0))/XY21 
A( 14,10)=16.,;0 
A( 14,12 }=16.0 
, A(14,14)=-16.0 
A(14,11)=8.0*AREA/C3 
A(14,13)=8.0*AREA/Cl 
A(14,15)=-8.0*AREA/C2 
A(15,1)=2.0*(R2+R3)-2.0+4.0*(XY13*(R3-1.0)+R2*XY21)/XY32 
A(15,4)=-2.0*(Rl+R3)+2.0-4eO*(XY21*(R1~1.O)+R3*XY32)/XY13 
A(15,7'=2.0*(R1-R2)+4.0*(XY13*(Rl-l.O)-R2*XY32)/XY21 
A(15,2)=-2.0*AREA*(R2*X2-X3*(R3-1.0))/XY32 
A(15,3)=2.0*AREA*(R2*Y2-Y3*(R3~1.O)/XY32 
A(15,5)=2.0*AREA*(R3*X3-X1*(Rl-1.O)/XY13 
,·AC15,6)=-2.0*AREA*(R3*Y3-Yl*<Rl-1.O))/XY13 
AC15,8)=-2.0*AREA*(R2*X2+Xl*(Rl-l.O).)/XY21 
A(15,9)=2.0*AREA*(R2*Y2+Yl*(Rl-l.O»/XY21 
A(15,lO)=-16.0 
A(15,lZ)=16.0 
A ('1 5, 14 ) = 1 6 e 0 
A(15,11)=-8.0*AREA/C3 
A(15,13)=8.0*AREA/Cl 
A(15,15)=8.0*AREA/C2 
RETURN 
END 
APPENDIX B 
STIFFNESS MATRIX OF A BEAM ELEMENT 
The stfffness matrix of a beam element is shown on the next 
page. This stiffness matrix is a 16x16 square matrix. The symbols 
used in this matrix were defined in Section 2.6, where 
E = Modulus of elasticity, 
L = The lengthcof the beam element, 
I = Moment of inertia of the cross section of the y 
beam element with respect to y-axis, 
I = Moment of inertia of the cross section of the beam 
z 
element with respect to z-axis, . 
v = Poisson1s ratio, 
G = E/2(1 + \)) , 
J = Polar moment of inertia of the cross section of 
the beam element. 
The column matrix shown on the next page is the general ized 
displacement vector of a beam element:.: 
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